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Statisticians often focus on sampling or experimental design and data analysis while

paying less attention to how the response is measured. However, the ideas of statistics may be

applied to measurement problems with fruitful results. By examining the errors of measured

responses, we may gain insight into the limitations of current measures and develop a better

understanding of how to interpret and qualify the results. The first chapter considers the

problem of measuring taxonomic richness as an index of habitat quality and stream health. In

particular, we investigate numerical taxa richness (NTR), or the number of observed taxa in a

fixed-count, as a means to assess differences in taxonomic composition and reduce cost.

Because the number of observed taxa increases with the number of individuals counted, rare

taxa are often excluded from NTR with smaller counts. NTR measures based on different

counts effectively assess different levels of rarity, and hence target different parameters.

Determining the target parameter that NTR is "really" estimating is an important step toward

facilitating fair comparisons based on different sized samples. Our first study approximates the

parameter unbiasedly estimated by NTR and explores alternatives for estimation based on

smaller and larger counts.

The second investigation considers response error resulting from panel evaluations.

Because people function as the measurement instrument, responses are particularly susceptible

to variation not directly related to the experimental unit. As a result, observed differences may

not accurately reflect real differences in the products being measured. Chapter Two offers
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several linear models to describe measurement error resulting from unanchored responses

across successive evaluations over time, which we call u-errors. We examine changes to Type I

and Type II error probabilities for standard F-tests in balanced factorial models where u-errors

are confounded with an effect under investigation. We offer a relatively simple method for

determining whether or not distributions of mean square ratios for testing fixed effects change

in the presence of u-error. In addition, the validity of the test is shown to depend both on the

level of confounding and whether not u-errors vary about a nonzero mean.
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Statistical Aspects of Two Measurement Problems: Defining Taxonomic
Richness and Testing with Unanchored Responses

Chapter 1

Introduction

This dissertation examines two measurement problems: bias in a common measure of

biodiversity and response error in a food sensory experiment. In practice, all measurements are

subject to error. Random variation or bias in the measuring instrument may obscure or distort

differences, inhibiting our ability to effectively monitor change. For example, in sensory

evaluations, responses may vary due to the panelists' own physical or psychological conditions

and therefore, may distort actual differences among experimental units. Sampling or evaluation

protocols may also introduce measurement bias. This is problematic when comparing

estimators whose biases change with their evaluation protocols. In such cases, comparisons of

estimates based on different protocols (eg. sample sizes) may misrepresent true differences.

The first chapter of the dissertation focuses on speci1,'ing a target parameter for numerical taxa

richness in an effort to understand differences in bias between estimators based unequal sized

subsamples.The second chapter describes problems with hypothesis testing resulting from

unanchored responses from panelist' evaluations across multiple sessions.

Numerical taxa richness (NTR), the number of taxa observed for a fixed number of

individuals, is a commonly used measure of habitat quality. Because the number of taxa often

increases as the number of individuals increases, standardizing the collection both by the area

sampled and the number of individuals counted is crucial to establishing fair comparisons

among sampling locations. While NTR is used primarily as an index of taxa richness, rather

than as an estimator, quantif'ing its target parameter for estimation may increase our

understanding of what is being assessed by the metric. Chapter 1 investigates an approximation

to the parameter unbiasedly estimated by NTR for large collections of macroinvertebrates and

explores cost effective alternatives for estimation based on different-sized samples.

In addition to measurement bias as a function of samples size, we investigate the

problem of response error due to unanchored panel evaluations over time. Unanchoredness is a

condition that results when the measurement instrument becomes uncalibrated across multiple
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sessions. In food sensory evaluations, panelists are the measurement instruments and are

therefore susceptible to unanchoredness due to fatigue, learning, or other extraneous factors. If

sessions are confounded with one or more of the effects under investigation, the validity and

power for hypothesis testing may be compromised. In Chapter 2 we investigate these

challenges for standard F-tests in balanced designs.



Chapter 2

Quantifying Taxonomic Richness in Terms of the Level of Rarity Assessed by a Fixed
Count

Kerry Ritter, David Birkes, and N. Scott Urquhart
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2.1 Abstract

Collection of large samples followed by evaluation of smaller fixed-sized subsamples

has been used extensively in macroinvertebrate inventories to reduce costs associated with

assessing taxa richness for large populations. A common measure of taxa richness employed

by these fixed-count subsampling protocols is numerical taxa richness, i.e. the number oftaxa

observed for a fixed (usually small) number of individuals subsampled from a larger collection.

However, rare taxa tend to be excluded from the metric for smaller subsamples due to their low

inclusion probabilities. Numerical taxa richness, then, essentially targets the number ofnon-

rare taxa, rather than total number of taxa. The level of rarity assessed by the metric depends

on the size of the subsample. By specii'ing the target parameter that numerical taxa richness is

"really" estimating, researchers may understand more precisely what is being assessed and

compared. Furthermore, determining a target parameter allows the consideration of

alternatives for estimatigri which may be used to increase resolution for discriminating impacts,

to reduce cost, or to enable fair comparison among measures based on different-sized

subsamples. The focus of this paper is to provide a means for determining the parameter

targeted by numerical taxa richness. Specifically we show that for a fixed count of size n,

numerical taxa richness is nearly unbiased for the number of taxa which occur in the collection

with relative frequency 1/ 2n. We offer several alternatives for estimating this target

parameter which achieve similar levels of accuracy but are based on larger or smaller counts.

In addition the jackknife correction to the observed taxa count is shown to assess a higher

degree of rarity than numerical taxa richness based on the same fixed count.

2.2 Introduction

The number of macroinvertebrate taxa at a site is a common metric used in assessing

habitat quality and environmental health in stream biomonitoring. Because complete

enumeration of all macroinvertebrates for a given stream is not feasible, taxa richness must be

estimated from a representative sample. Unfortunately heterogeneity, clustering of individuals

and large numbers of rare taxa, pose serious challenges for estimation (Chazdon et al. 1998).

Stable and accurate estimators of taxa richness usually require intensive and costly sampling
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protocols. This is especially true for large scale macroinvertebrate inventories (Hawkes 1979).
Large diverse populations require sampling across many sites in order to acquire adequate

representation. Because some taxa have a very small probability of being included in the

sample, intensive sampling within the geographic regions of interest must be taken, as well, to

ensure their capture. The effort and cost associated with acquiring a suitable sample and

evaluating the collection is often prohibitive in estimating taxa richness for the population.

While substantial effort is expended in the collection of these individuals, counting and
identifying the taxa from the collection often proves to be the largest drain on resources in

macroinvertebrate inventories. Evaluating the collection of Surber samples for a single stream,
for example, may require counting and identifying thousands of individuals divided into over

200 different taxa. Resh and McElravy (1993) state, "Because the time required to take
additional samples is only z5% of the time required to process them (Resh and Price 1984),

improvements in processing efficiency can greatly reduce costs of benthic sampling. Perhaps
even more important, cost-efficient sample processing can allow increased numbers of

replicates to be collected, sorted and used in analysis." Therefore, there has been considerable

effort toward developing evaluation protocols for measuring taxa richness that take into

consideration the high cost associated with sample evaluation.

One approach for reducing cost is fixed-count subsampling. Rather than attempt to
estimate the total number of taxa for a particular station, fixed-count procedures employ
numerical taxa richness (NTR), or the number of taxa observed for a fixed count, as a measure
of taxa richness. NTR has been used extensively in large-scale biomonitoring efforts to monitor
trends and measure degrees of impairment for aquatic ecosystems. Rapid bioassessment
protocols (RBPs) developed for the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and adopted
by numerous large scale biomonitoring agencies ha'e incorporated NTR into their monitoring

and assessment programs (Resh and Jackson 1993). RBP ifi, for example, recommends a fixed
count of 100 to 300 individuals to detect impact (Plafkin et al. 1989). By standardizing the
number of individuals counted, as well as the area sampled, NTR provides an index of stream

health that may be compared among multiple collections (Larsen and Herlihy 1998).

Enumeration effort is reduced because the metric is based on a relatively small subsample of the
collection. Consequently, many sites may be monitored for disturbance at considerable

reduction in cost.



Although fixed-count subsampling may be practical for satis1'ing economic

constraints, its ability to provide an accurate representation of the collection has been

questioned. Because few rare taxa are likely to be included in smaller subsamples, there is

concern that differences in taxa richness may be greatly underestimated. Many have argued

that disturbances which reduce overall taxa richness are likely to manifest themselves first and

most substantially with the removal of rare taxa (Gaston 1998). Taxa richness measures that

rely only on the more abundant taxa, then, may not provide strong enough signals to detect

small changes in environmental conditions and therefore may affect our ability to apply remedy.

Because one of the primary challenges of biomonitoring is to detect disturbance, the level of

rarity assessed by the metric is particularly important.

While the importance of rare taxa in biomonitoring has been the subject of intense

debate in the literature, not all types and magnitudes of change require the same resolution in

terms of the metric's ability to detect differences- in taxa composition. Severe or large-scale

impacts may be indicated by reductions in the abundance of the more common taxa.

Disturbances such as mild sedimentation do not pose as serious a health risk to the larger

community as say, heavy metal toxins, and therefore the need for immediate detection is not as

important (P. Kaufmann, personal communication, March 22, 2001). Barbour and Gerritsen

(1996) defend the fixed-count subsampling methods and have found them to be effective in

practice for discriminating among large macroinvertebrate collections reflecting high, medium,

and low diversity. Plafkin et al. (1989) cite other researchers who have supported 100 count

subsampling as sufficient for detecting impact (Nuzzo 1986, Bode 1988, Shackleford 1988).

Because monitoring rare taxa requires counting and identi1'ing more individuals, initial

determination of the level of rarity needed to meet the particular objectives of the study may
save valuable resources.

As with most estimators, the ability of NTR to discriminate among collections depends

on subsample size. As the subsample size increases, so does the resolution of NTR to detect

differences in taxa composition and hence changes in the biological community. The likelihood

that a rare taxon will be observed in the subsample is greater for larger subsamples. Because

the observed number of taxa increases with subsample size, it can be argued that a given

subsample size allows a reasonable chance of detection only for those taxa that occur above a

certain level of rarity. Therefore, the metric is more sensitive to certain types of departures as
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enumeration effort is increased. Resolution for NTR based on a particular fixed-count

protocol, then, may be quantified in terms of the level of rarity assessed by the metric.

By determining the level of rarity likely to be observed for a particular fixed count, a

new parameter may be defined which more closely reflects what is being estimated by NTR.

Specifically, the number of "non-rare" taxa is introduced as the parameter effectively targeted

by NTR where the level of rarity is determined by the size of the subsample. With this

parameter, practitioners may gain better insight into the ability of NTR to detect certain types

and magnitudes of change. The size of the subsample, then may be weighed against the level of

rarity required to detect change. Further, defining the target parameter allows us to consider

other alternatives for estimation. Efforts can be directed toward developing estimators which

may be used to increase resolution for detecting impact, to reduce cost, or to compare measures

based on different-sized subsamples. Therefore, determining a target parameter for NTR offers

several advantages for biomonitors.

This paper quantifies the degree of rarity assessed by NTR as a function of subsample

size. A new parameter, C*(), is defined as the number of taxa which occur in a collection with

relative frequency . An approximation for , based on subsample size, is given and NTR is

evaluated with respect to bias. In addition, we investigate alternatives for estimating C*()
which reduce bias for estimation based on different size subsamples. The jackknife bias

correction to the observed number of taxa is examined for smaller subsample sizes and potential

for greater cost efficiency. In addition, the jackknife estimator is shown to assess a higher

degree of rarity than NTR based on the same-sized subsample. For estimating C*() when

protocol calls for larger subsamples to be evaluated, modifications of the observed taxa count

and jackknife methods are proposed. Performance with respect to accuracy (bias), stability

(standard deviation), and reliability (root mean square error) are investigated for each of the

candidates, as well as recommended subsample sizes for minimizing bias. As an illustration of

the potential benefit associated with excluding the rare taxa from the defmition of taxa richness,

NTR for estimating C*() is compared with 10 of the more successful nonparametric estimators

for estimating total number of taxa, C, to date, in terms of performance (with regard to their

respective parameters) for fixed subsample size. Results are based on a simulation study in

which estimates were calculated for subsamples of large composites of macroinvertebrates

from 7 streams in Oregon.
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2.3 Resolution of Numerical Taxa Richness in Terms ofLevel of Rarity

Disagreements concerning the fixed-count procedure among researchers often focus on

whether or not the evaluation of collections based on small subsample sizes can provide the

necessary information for detecting important changes in the physical and biological

community. In particular, is the level of rarity assessed by NTR sufficient to monitor desired

differences in taxa composition for large macroinvertebrate collections? In this section we offer

a method for specii'ing the parameter targeted by numerical taxa richness in terms of the

number of taxa which occur in the collections with relative frequency greater than or equal to

some cutoff value, . An approximation for this target parameter, C*(), is given as a

function of subsample size and is shown to be robust to vaiying distributions of taxa sizes.

Theoretical arguments rely on Zip? s law, known for its broad applicability for modeling data

from a wide variety of populations. Biases for NTR, both with respect to C*() and the total

number of taxa, C, are investigated for several subsample sizes to illustrate the effectiveness of

this approximation with regard to bias reduction. These results are based on simulations of

simple random subsampling of individuals from large composite samples of macroinvertebrates

collected in 1992 and 1993 by personnel in Oregon State University's (OS U) Department of

Fisheries and Wildlife, as part of cooperative agreement between OSU and EPA (CR824682).

Composites were composed of 8 - 45 Surber samples (0.09 m2, 500-pm mesh size) collected in

7 streams in the Willamette Valley and Cascade region in Oregon.

Our concern with the potential insensitivity of NTR to particular disturbances can be

phrased in terms of Type II error, where Type II error is defmed as the failure to detect change

when change occurs. A major source of Type II error for NTR is that the metric necessarily

underestimates taxa richness for the collection. It has been well documented that for relatively

small subsamples, NTR often produces large negative bias with respect to total number of taxa,

C (Walther and Morand 1998, Colwell and Coddington 1994). The magnitude of bias depends

on both the relative abundance of taxa in the collection and the size àf the subsample

(Courtemanch 1996). This is especially problematic when comparing NTR among

heterogeneous collections or when different fixed count protocols are employed for evaluation.

Absolute bias, with respect to C, will be greater for collections having larger numbers of rare

taxa than for those with smaller numbers of rare taxa. Moreover, NTR based on a smaller



subsample tends to more severely underestimate C than does NTR based on a larger-sized

subsample. Comparisons based on NTR, then, may impose greater penalty on those streams

dominated by a few taxa and having larger numbers of rare taxa (Cao 1998) or to those based

on smaller subsamples. For example, NTR determined from a small subsample froma
reference site which has large numbers of rare taxa and NTR based on a large subsample from

an impacted site having small numbers of rare taxa may yield similar values. Therefore, the
disturbance may go undetected.

In 1949, Zipf introduced a functional relationship between the size of a class of
individuals and its rank (with respect to size) in a collection (Zipf 1949). Known as Zipf's law,
the model has been supported by a wide variety of data sets ranging from the number of words

in an author's vocabulary to the frequency of species in a population (Encyclopedia of
Statistical Sciences, Vol. 9 1988). Later, Hill introduced an alternative form of Zip?s law
which relates class size to proportion of classes in the population of that size (Hill 1974). This
alternative form may be used to describe the relationship between the number of individuals in a

given taxa and the proportion of taxa containing that number of representatives.

Zip? s Law (Hill's alternative): Let 7r be the proportion of taxa in a population with exactlyj
individuals. Then i ccj ", for some a> 0.

Note that Zip?s law describes the distribution for taxa sizes in the population. Le 2V
represent the size of the ith taxon in the population. Then the proportion of taxa having size JV,
=j is ,z. If we let p. = N/N where N is the size of the population, then the proportion of taxa
with relative frequency =j/N is proportional toj -(1) (J+ The continuous analogue of
Zipi's law is Pareto's distribution, proposed over 50 years earlier to describe income levels
within a community (Pareto 1897). This density function is given byf) = bp1'J+ where b is
an appropriate constant and a > 0. Under Zipf's law we may apply Pareto's density function
to approximate the bias of NTR with respect to the total number of taxa in the population with
relative frequency, denoted C*(). Determining the value of which minimizes this bias,
then, gives the resolution of NTR in terms of level of rarity assessed by the metric. The result
is summarized in the following lemma. Details of proof are given in Appendix 2.1.
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Lemma 1: Let p be the relative frequency for the ith taxon in the population. Assuming

distribution of the p's in the population is consistent with Zipf's law with 0 <a < 1,

the number of taxa observed in the sample is approximately unbiased for C*(),

where=_L{J(laX5a) _(i_a)}

According to the lemma, if Zipf s law holds for taxa frequencies in the population, a

parameter can be defined which NTR estimates in an approximately unbiased manner. To

determine the target parameter estimated by NTR based on a particular fixed-sized subsample,

one only needs to find a. Of course this requires knowledge of the relative proportions of taxa

in the collection, which is generally unknown. Fortunately, however, is relatively robust to

variation in taxa frequencies, especially for larger subsamples, as seen in the following

illustration. A rough approximation of ce, therefore, may determine with sufficient accuracy.

To illustrate the potential benefit of applying the lemma to macroinvertebrate

inventories, we fit the Pareto distribution to taxa frequencies observed in 7 large composite

samples collected by OSU/EPA as part of a 1992 and 1993 pilot study. From the 51

composites collected in the EPA pilot study, these 7 were chosen to reflect a range of values for

coefficient of variation of taxa sizes and of percent rarity for several levels of rarity present in

large scale macroinvertebrate inventories (see Appendix 2.2). Subsamples of sizes 50, 100,

250 and 500 were investigated and represent a range of plausible fixed-count protocols used in

rapid assessment inventories. A simulation study was then conducted using estimates for a

from each of the 7 collections to examine the usefulness of Lemma 1 for determining the

parameter targeted by NTR at each of the fixed counts.

To fit the Pareto model to the distribution of taxa frequencies in a single composite, let

X represent the number of individuals in a given taxon and let p Z'N be the proportion of

individuals represented by that taxon in the collection, where N is the number of individuals in

the composite. Assuming p has approximately a continuous Pareto distribution, with density

function proportional topi", then t = log(x) has an approximate exponential distribution

with density proportional to e '. Maximum likelihood methods then can be used to estimate a

for each selected stream composite. The proportion can then be estimated using Lemma 1.
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Multiplier vs. Alpha
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Figure 2.1 Multiplier, m, vs. a

Figure 2.1 shows values for the multiplier, m = ..j(l - a)(5 - a) - (1-a), as a function

of a, as well as the estimated values from fitting each of the composites to the Pareto

distribution. Since = (1/ 2n)m, this multiplier represents the value for relative to the

subsample size, n. For .2 a .45, the multiplier ranges from 1.032 to 1.160. On the

absolute scale, changes to as a function of a are less pronounced with increasing values of n.

Therefore, we expect the approximation to for a particular collection to be more robust to

changes in the distribution of taxa frequencies for larger values of n. For example, for n = 250

and .2 a .45, changes by less than .0003. Due to the stability of for different estimates

of a, we chose a = Y2, as this simplifies the expression for . As a measure of the performance

of NTR with respect to bias when estimating C*() we introduce the term "nearly unbiased" to

describe an estimator whose bias is less than % 10 of its target parameter. Early investigation

of NTR measures for three stream composites supported our choice for a as providinga

reasonable approximation for C*() and led us to the following observation.
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Finding 1: Numerical taxa richness based on a subsample of size n is generally nearly unbiased

for the number of taxa which occur in the collection with relative frequency it 2n.

The converse of Finding I may be used to determine subsample size that provides

(approximate) unbiasedness for NTR when the target parameter is known. This is given below.

Finding la: For estimating the number of taxa in a large collection with relative frequency

a nearly unbiased estimate is given by NTR based on a subsample of approximate size

l/2.

As a measure of the effectiveness of Finding 1 for approximating the parameter

unbiasedly estimated by NTR, we compared biases for NTR with respect to both C*(l/ 2n) and
C for each of the 7 stream composites. Estimates were based on simulation of 10,000

subsamples representing the fixed counts (n = 50, 100, 250, and 500) from each composite.

Individuals within each subsample were selected without replacement while subsamples were

taken with replacement. Baises were approximated as the difference between NTR and each of
the parameters, averaged across all simulated values. In addition we approximated the relative
bias, bias divided by the parameter times 100, which measures average deviation of the

estimates from their target in terms of the percentage of the parameter value. In this way we
may compare biases among composites with different parameter values. Results are given in
Table 2.1.

As expected, NTR produced large underestimates for C. Onaverage, NTR

underestimated C by more than 20% of the parameter value in all cases, the percentage being
higher for smaller n. For n = 50, the percentage of underestimation exceeded 57% for all 7

streams. For each composite, the magnitude of bias was increased with decreased subsample

sizes. Median relative bias ranged between 27% and 66% of the target parameter, depending

on subsample size. There is evidence to support the suggestion that magnitudes of relative bias

increased as the proportion of rare taxa (as defmed relative to = I / 2n) increased. Tests of no

association between the proportion of rare taxa and relative absolute bias using Spearman's

rank correlation coefficient yielded approximate p-values, .15, .08, .03, .02, for fixed-counts
of 50, 100, 250, and 500, respectively.
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Table 2.1 Bias for NTR with respect to C and C*(1/2n)

n50

Stream C C(.0 1)

Bias Bias

with respect to with respect to

C C*(.01)

Rel. Bias

with respect to

C (%)

Rel. Bias

with respect to

Ct(.01) (%)
0RC0693 57 14 -44.01 -1.01 -77.20 -7.19
0RV0292 31 7 -21.66 2.34 -69.86 33.47
0RV2593 25 10 -14.41 0.59 -57.63 5.93
0RC0992 66 26 -43.10 -3.10 -65.31 -11.94
0RCO292 59 18 -40.96 0.04 -69.43 0.20
0RV2493 26 7 -17.19 1.81 -66.12 25.84
0RV0692 36 16 -20.57 -0.57 -57.13 -3.53

ave. abs. bias 28.84 1.35 66.10 12.59
med.abs. bias 21.66 1.01 66.12 7.19

max. SE for sim. 0.02 0.02 0.06 0.24

n= 100

Stream C C*(.005)
Bias Bias

with respect to with respect tc

C C*(.005)

Ret. Bias

with respect to

C (%)

Rel. Bias

with respect to

C*(.005) (%)
0RC0693 57 18 -38.90 0.10 -68.24 0.57
0RV0292 31 14 -18.54 -1.54 -59.79 -10.96
0RV2593 25 13 -12.40 -0.40 -49.59 -3.05
0RC0992 66 34 -35.14 -3.14 -53.25 -9.24
0RCO292 59 26 -33.77 -0.77 -57.23 -2.95
0RV2493 26 13 -14.23 -1.23 -54.73 -9.46
0RV0692 36 22 -16.08 -2.08 -44.66 -9.45

ave. abs. bias 24.15 1.32 55.35 6.53
med.abs. bias 18.54 1.23 54.73 9.24

max. SE for sim. 0.03 0.03 0.07 0.14
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Table 2.1, Continued.

n250

Stream C C*(.002)
Bias Bias

with respect to with respect tc

C C*(.002)

Rel. Bias

with respect to

C (%)

Ret. Bias

with respect to

C*(.002) (%)
0RC0693 57 25 -31.47 0.53 -55.21 2.12
0RV0292 31 18 -13.58 -0.58 -43.80 -3.21
0RV2593 25 17 -9.19 -1.19 -36.75 -6.98
0RC0992 66 40 -25.76 0.24 -39.03 0.59
0RCO292 59 39 -23.26 -3.26 -39.42 -8.36
0RV2493 26 18 -9.24 -1.24 -35.53 -6.88
0RV0692 36 28 -10.47 -2.47 -29.09 -8.83

ave. abs. bias 17.57 1.36 39.83 5.28
med. abs. bias 13.58 1.19 39.03 6.88

max. SE for sim 0.03 0.03 0.07 0.10

n500

Stream C C*(.001)
Bias Bias

with respect to with respect t
C C*(.001)

Ret. Bias
with respect to

C(%)

Rd. Bias
with respect to
C*(.001) (%)

0RC0693 57 34 -24.93 -1.93 -43.73 -5.67
0RV0292 31 21 -9.90 0.10 -31.93 0.49
0RV2593 25 20 -6.48 -1.48 -25.93 -7.41
0RC0992 66 50 -19.31 -3.31 -29.25 -6.62
0RCO292 59 47 -15.96 -3.96 -27.05 -8.42
0RV2493 26 24 -5.42 -3.42 -20.85 -14.25
0RV0692 36 28 -7.24 0.76 -20.12 2.70

ave. abs. bias 12.75 2.14 28.41 6.51
med. abs. bias 9.90 1.93 27.05 6.62

max. SE for sim 0.03 0.03 0.06 0.08

In contrast, the magnitude of bias for NTR, with respect to the parameter defined

according to Finding 1, was small compared to that for estimating C. Deviations from C*( 1/

2n), for each fixed-count, averaged around 1 or 2 and, in all cases, absolute bias never exceeded
4. In half of the cases, NTR produced estimates, on average, within about 7% of C*( 112n).

Median relative bias ranged from around 6.5% to 9.5% of the target parameter. In only two

cases did magnitudes of relative bias for estimating the proposed parameter exceed 15%.

These exceptions were based on the smallest subsamples considered (n 50) and both
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composites had high proportions of rare taxa (> 70%). However, these cases also had low

numbers of "non-rare" taxa (C*(.0 1) 7) and magnitudes of relative bias are inflated by small

values of the parameter.

Interestingly, despite the consistency of Finding 1 to provide parameter values which

reflect approximately unbiased estimation by NTR, the Pareto model did not always support the

distribution of taxa frequencies for the composites. Frequencies for the rarer taxa in many of

the collections were smaller than expected under the Pareto distribution. This phenomenon has

been noted by others although this has not deterred its use (Encyclopedia of Statistics, Vol. 6

1985, p. 569). There are two possible explanations for the poor model fit. Either the

distribution of taxa frequencies in the larger population were not Pareto or the collection did not

represent the population. A goodness of fit test was not performed due to time constraints but

will be pursued in future research. The robustness of the estimates for determining the target

parameter for NTR may have resulted from the fact that the mean of the distribution of the taxa

proportions, rather than the shape, is the driving force behind bias reduction. In addition,

insensitivity of to changes in a for certain ranges adds to the robustness of Finding 1 to

variation in the distribution of taxa sizes.

The approximation given by Lemma I offers several advantages for biomonitors.

Determining the parameter targeted by NTR provides researchers with a more precise

understanding of what is being estimated and compared. Decisions regarding the use of NTR
for detecting certain types and magnitudes of disturbances may be assessed on the basis of the

metric's ability to monitor rare taxa. Benefits for expanding the level of rarity targeted by NTR
by increasing the number of individuals enumerated may then be weighed against the costs of

subsample evaluation. Further, potential differences in bias may be assessed for estimates
based on different sized subsamples. Adjustments can then be made to correct for these

differences for certain sized subsamples, as we will see in the following sections.

2.4 Jackkn ?feAdjustment for Minimizing the Bias in Smaller Subsamples

While NTR based on a particular fixed count may prove sufficient to detect differences

among biological communities, there may be a desire to compare with estimates based on

smaller sized subsamples in an effort to further reduce cost of subsample evaluation. For
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example, suppose in one year NTR based on a fixed count protocol of 100 individuals was

used. Suppose, however, the followingyear budget constraints required that smaller

subsamples be used. According to Finding I in the previous section, NTR based on a
subsample of size n = 100 is nearly unbiased for C*(.005) ( = 11(2*100)). However, for n <<
100, NTR is no longer unbiased for the same parameter. Therefore, an alternative is needed for
a fair comparison with the previous year. In this section we investigate the jackknife correction

to the observed taxa count to minimize bias for smaller subsamples.

The jackknife procedure is a commonly used technique to reduce the bias of a given

estimator. Originally introduced by Quenou lie in 1949, jackkniftng adjusts the bias of an
estimator by adding a correction term based on estimates from subsamples with observations

deleted. Following the description given by Schucany and Gray (1971) for the jackknife

procedure, let c be the total number of taxa observed in a sample of size n and let be

the total number of taxa observed in a collection with the ith observation removed. Then J = n

c - (n-i) c is called the pseudo-value for the jackknife. Averaging these pseudo-values

over all possible point deletions gives the jackknife estimator. Burnham and Overton (1979)
gave a closed form for the jackknife estimator. Although intended to estimatepopulation size
through mark recapture studies, the estimator can be used to estimate the total number of taxa
in a population. Within this context, the jackknife estimator for C is given by

Jack +.!c1

where n is the size of the sample and c1 is the number of singletons (i.e. number of taxa
represented by exactly one individual) in the subsample.

By adding a positive correction factor, the jackknife attempts to correct for the negative
bias of c by adjusting for those taxa not represented in the subsample. While many have
found the jackknife to be successful in reducing bias, there is a tradeoff with the extra

variability introduced by the added correction factor.

Just as the jackknife often reduces bias for estimating C, particularly for smaller sized
subsamples, this method may prove useful for reducing the bias of NTR for estimating C*()
when n << 1/ 2. A simulation study was conducted to determine the bias for the jackknife with
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respect to C*() at smaller subsample sizes. Initial examination focused on three composite

samples, 0RC0693 and two smaller composites to inspect the dependence of bias on

subsample size. A rule was developed to suggest subsample size which could potentially yield
approximately unbiased estimation ofC*() with the jackknife method. For each of the three

composites, we calculated jackknife estimates based on 10,000 random subsamples, drawn with

replacement, of individuals selected without replacement (for varying subsample sizes) to
estimate C*() for .00l, .002, .005, and .01. Biases for the jackknife were estimated as the
difference between the sample mean and C*() across simulated values. We observed the
following.

Finding 2: The jackknife adjustment for observed taxa count based on a subsample of n 1 / 5

is generally nearly unbiased for the number of taxa in the collection with relative
frequency

Consistency of Finding 2 across a variety of taxa distributions was evaluated by
applying the finding to 0RC0693 and the 6 additional composites for .001, .002, .005, and
.01 (see Appendix 2.2). The two smaller composites used in the initial simulation served only
to explore possible patterns in the data and were omitted from further study because we are
primarily interested in subsampling large collections. Jackknife estimates ofC*(), based on
subsample size n = 1/ 5, denoted Jack( 1/ 5), were then compared to those for NTR at n =
11 5 and n = 1/ 2, denoted NTR(1/ 5) and NTR(1/ 2), respectively. Bias, SD, and R.MSE

were approximated for each estimator via simulating 10,000 hypergeometric subsamples of
individuals from each of the 7 composites for each value of n in order to assess potential trade-
offs in accuracy, stability, and cost (subsample size). Summaries are given in Table 2.2a.

Table 2.2b gives the relative bias, SD, and RMSE (Bias/C*(), SD/C*(), and RMSE/C*()).
The jackknife correction to the observed number of taxa, in general, substantially

decreased the bias of observed taxa count for subsample sizes n 1/ 5. In all but two cases
out of 28, the jackknife produced estimates, on average, closer to C*() than did NTR(l/ 5).
In both of these exceptions, subsample size equaled 20, the smallest of those considered, and

composites had a high proportion of rare taxa (as defined by = .01) resulting in low numbers
of "non-rare" taxa (C*() 7). The absolute bias for Jack( I / 5) averaged around 1.5 -2 for all
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while absolute bias for NTR(l/ 5) averaged between 5 and 8, depending on . On the

relative scale, average absolute bias for the jackknife was close to 7% for = .001, .002, .005

and around 14% for = .01. Average relative absolute bias for NTR( 1/ 5 ), on the other hand,

was 4 to 5 times greater than the jackknife for . 001, .002. .005, and more than doubled the

jackknife for =. 01. To measure improvement in bias reduction for the jackknife adjustment

we subtracted relative absolute bias for Jack( I I5) from relative absolute bias for NTR( 1 I 5)

for each individual composite. Medians for these differences were around 19%, 24%, 27%, and

32% respectively for . 001, .002, .005, .01, favoring the jackknife in bias reduction. Thus,

jackknife adjustment to observed taxa count for n = 1/ 5 provided estimates, on average,

substantially closer to the target parameter in most cases.

As expected, improvements in bias reduction using the jackknife correction to observed

taxa count at n = 1/ 5 were offset by a decrease in stability for all cases. Standard deviations

for jackknife estimates generally doubled those for NTR( I / 5). Median relative SDs for the

jackknife were around 13% - 24%, depending on , while those for NTR( I / 5) were around

7% -12%. Decisions regarding the use of the jackknife for small subsample sizes, then,

involves weighing decreased stability against the potential for reducing bias.

Considering both bias and SD simultaneously, the RMSE summarizes the trade-off

between accuracy and stability for each of the methods. Thejackknife resulted in lower RMSE
than did NTR(1/5 ) for all stream composites, for = .001, .002, .005, and for 4 out of 7
stream composites, for = .01. The three exceptions occurred for subsample size equal to 20

and where composites had high proportions of rare taxa (defined according to .01), resulting
in low values for the total "non-rare" taxa (C*(.00 1) = 7, 7, and 10). Median RMSE for
Jack(l/ 5) was around 4 for all while that for NTR(l/ 5) was around 7.

To investigate the effect of reducing the size of the subsample and applying the
jackknife method for estimating C*( ), we compared the bias, standard deviation, and RMSE
for the jackknife at n = 1/ 5 with those for NTR at n 1/ 2. In terms of bias, the two

methods performed similarly at their respective subsample sizes. In fact, differences never

exceeded 2. Absolute differences between the magnitudes of relative bias for Jack(l/ 5) and
NTR(l/ 2) were considered for each collection. These differences averaged across the 7



Table 2.2a. Bias, Standard Deviation, and RMSE for Jackknife (Jack) and Numerical Taxa Richness (NTR)

L=.001

Stream
C* Jack

n200
BIAS
NTR

n=200
NTR

n=500
Jack

n=200

SD
NTR

n=200
NTR

n=500_
Jack

n=200

RMSE
NTR

n=200
NTR

n5000RC0693 34 -1.97 -10.34 -1.93 4.64 2.39 2.54 5.04 10.61 3.190RV0292 21 0.75 -4.81 0.10 3.58 1.87 1.76 0.15 0.31 0.090RV2593 20 -1.34 -5.05 -1.48 2.99 1.59 1.56 3.28 5.29 2.150RC0992 50 -2.24 -11.89 -3.31 4.74 2.40 2.48 5.24 12.13 4.140RCO292 47 -2.50 -13.80 -3.96 5.05 2.62 2.44 5.64 14.05 4.650RV2493 24 -2.83 -8.53 -3.42 3.58 1.92 1.64 4.57 8.74 3.790RV0692 28 2.07 -3.77 0.76 3.48 1.84 1.47 4.05 4.19 1.66ave.abs. 1.96 8.31 2.14 4.01 2.09 1.98 3.99 7.90 2.81med abs. 2.07 8.53 1.93 3.58 1.92 1.76 4.57 8.74 3.19max. SE for sim. 0.05 0.03 0.03

002

Stream
C* Jack

n=100

BIAS
NTR

n100
NTR

n250
Jack

n=100

SD
NTR

n100
NTR

n250
Jacki100

RMSE
NTR

n100
NTR

n2500RC0693 25 0.82 -6.90 0.53 4.35 2.21 2.45 4.43 7.24 2.500RV0292 18 -0.53 -5.54 -0.58 3.48 1.83 1.82 3.52 5.83 1.910RV2593 17 -1.37 -4.40 -1.19 2.88 1.51 1.62 3.19 4.65 2.010RC0992 40 2.02 -9.14 0.24 4.88 2.42 2.40 5.28 9.46 2.410RCO292 39 -2.67 -13.77 -3.26 5.00 2.54 2.58 5.67 14.00 4.160RV2493 18 -1.45 -6.23 -1.24 1.83 1.87 3.77 6.49 2.240RV0692 28 -1.59 -8.08 -2.47 3.73 1.96 1.73 4.06 8.31 3.02ave. abs. 1.49 7.72 1.36 2.04 2.06 4.27 8.00 2.61med. abs. 1.45 6.90 1.19 3.73 1.96 1.87 4.06 7.24 2.41max. SE for sim. 0.05 0.03 0.03



Table 2.2.a, Continued

=. 005

Stream
C* Jack

n=40

BIAS
NTR
n=40

NTR
n=100

Jack
n40

SD
NTR
n=40

NTR
n=100

Jack
n=40

RMSE
NTR
n40 NTR

n1000RC0693 18 -0.06 -6.53 0.10 3.94 1.98 2.21 3.94 6.82 2.210RV0292 14 -1.89 -5.47 -1.54 3.09 1.57 1.83 3.62 5.69 2.390RV2593 13 -0.11 -3.03 -0.40 2.62 1.33 1.51 2.63 3.31 1.560RC0992 34 -2.68 -13.64 -3.14 4.74 2.20 2.42 5.45 13.81 3.970RCO292 26 -1.40 -10.07 -0.77 4.45 2.20 2.54 4.67 10.31 2.660RV2493 13 -1.58 -4.94 -1.23 3.01 1.55 1.83 3.40 5.18 2.200RV0692 22 -1.92 -7.93 -2.08 3.73 1.87 1.96 4.19 8.15 2.86ave. abs. 1.38 7.37 1.32 3.65 1.82 2.04 3.98 7.61 2.55med. abs. 1.58 6.53 1.23 3.73 1.87 1.96 3.94 6.82 2.39max. SE for sim. 0.05 0.02 0.03

Stream C* Jack
n20

BIAS
NTR
n=20

NTR
n50

Jack
n20

SD
NTR
n20 NTR

n=50
Jack

n20
RMSE
NTR
n20 NTR

n500RC0693 14 -1.76 -6.53 -1.01 3.35 1.70 2.06 3.78 6.74 2.290RV0292 7 2.22 -0.78 2.34 2.70 1.35 1.66 3.49 1.56 2.870RV2593 10 0.92 -2.18 0.59 2.59 1.29 1.35 2.75 2.53 1.480RC0992 26 -3.97 -12.65 -3.10 4.02 1.74 2.29 5.65 12.77 3.860RCO292 18 -1.02 -7.43 0.04 3.76 1.79 2.33 3.90 7.65 2.330RV2493 7 1.48 -0.99 1.81 2.59 1.33 1.63 2.98 1.66 2.440RV0692 16 -0.77 -5.87 -0.57 3.41 1.61 1.93 3.50 6.08 2.01ave. abs. 1.74 5.20 1.35 3.20 1.54 1.89 3.72 5.57 2.47med. abs. 1.48 5.87 1.01 3.35 1.61 1.93 3.50 6.08 2.33max. SE for sim. 0.04 0.02 0.02

I'.)



Table 2.2b. Bias, Standard Deviation, and RMSE for Jackknife(Jack) and Numerical Taxa Richness (NTR)- Relative Scale- %

=. 001

Stream
C* Jack

n200
BIAS
NTR

n200
NTR

n=500
Jack

n200
SD

NTR
n=200

NTR
n=500

Jack
n=200

RMSE
NTR

n=200
NTR

n=5000RC0693 34 -5.79 -30.40 -5.67 7.03 7.48 14.82 31.20 9.390RV0292 21 3.55 -22.91 0.49 17.03 8.91 8.37 17.39 24.58 8.380RV2593 20 -6.70 -25.25 -7.41 14.95 7.93 7.79 16.38 26.46 10.750RC0992 50 -4.47 -23.79 -6.62 9.49 4.80 4.96 10.49 24.27 8.270RCO292 47 -5.32 -29.37 -8.42 10.75 5.56 5.19 11.99 29.89 9.890RV2493 24 -11.81 -35.54 -14.25 14.92 8.00 6.82 19.03 36.43 15.800RV0692 28 7.40 -13.45 2.70 12.42 6.56 5.27 14.45 14.96 5.92ave. abs. 6.43 25.81 6.51 13.31 6.97 6.56 14.94 26.83 9.77med. abs. 5.79 25.25 6.62 13.65 7.03 6.82 14.82 26.46 9.39max. SE for sim 0.17 0.89 0.78

=.002

Stream
Jack

n100
BIAS
NTR

n100
NTR

n250
Jack

n100
SD

NTR
n=100

NTR
n250

Jack
n=iOO

RIVISE
NTR

n=100
NTR

n=2500RC0693 25 3.27 -27.59 2.12 17.40 8.84 9.78 17.71 28.97 10.010RV0292 18 -2.95 -30.75 -3.21 19.34 10.19 10.09 19.56 32.40 10.590RV2593 17 -8.05 -25.86 -6.98 16.92 8.88 9.51 18.74 27.34 11.800RC0992 40 5.06 -2286 0.59 12.19 6.05 5.99 13.20 23.64 6.020RCO292 39 -6.83 -35.30 -8.36 12.83 6.52 6.61 14.54 35.90 10.660RV2493 18 -8.05 -34.61 -6.88 19.33 10.16 10.38 20.94 36.07 12.450RV0692 28 -5.68 -28.85 -8.83 13.34 7.00 6.18 14.50 29.68 10.78ave. abs. 5.70 29.40 5.28 15.91 8.24 8.36 17.03 30.57 10.33med. abs. 5.68 28.85 6.88 16.92 8.84 9.51 17.71 29.68 10.66max. SE for sim 0.19 0.10 0.10



Table 2.2b, Continued.

005

Stream
C* Jack

n40
BIAS
NTR

n=40
NTR

n=100
Jack

n=40

SD
NTR

n=40
NTR

n100
Jack

n40
RMSE
NTR
n40 NTR

n1000RC0693 18 -0.34 -36.28 0.57 21.86 11.03 12.27 21.86 37.92 12.290RV0292 14 -13.52 -39.07 -10.97 22.06 11.24 13.10 25.87 40.66 17.090RV2593 13 -0.81 -23.28 -3.05 20.18 10.25 11.61 20.19 25.44 12.000RC0992 34 -7.89 -40.11 -9.24 13.95 6.48 7.12 16.02 40.63 11.670RCO292 26 -5.39 -38.74 -2.95 17.13 8.47 9.78 17.96 39.66 10.220RV2493 13 -12.14 -37.99 -9.46 23.13 11.94 14.07 26.12 39.82 16.960RV0692 22 -8.72 -36.04 -9.44 16.94 8.50 8.91 19.05 37.03 12.98ave. abs. 6.97 35.93 6.53 19.32 9.70 10.98 21.01 37.31 13.31med. abs. 7.89 37.99 9.24 20.18 10.25 11.61 20.19 39.66 12.29max. SE for sim 0.23 0.12 0.14

Stream
Jack
n20

BIAS
NTR
n20 NTR

n50
Jack
n20

SD
NTR
n=20

NTR
n50 Jack

n=20

RMSE
NTR
n20 NTR

n=500RC0693 14 -12.56 -46.61 -7.19 23.94 12.15 14.68 27.03 48.17 16.350RV0292 7 31.65 -11.12 33.47 38.58 19.35 23.74 49.90 22.32 41.030RV2593 10 9.25 -21.81 5.93 25.90 12.91 13.54 27.50 25.34 14.780RC0992 26 -15,27 -48.66 -11.94 15.47 6.68 8.81 21.74 49.11 14.830RCO292 18 -5.65 -41.29 0.20 20.90 9.94 12.94 21.65 42.47 12.950RV2493 7 21.21 -14.11 25.84 36.98 18.99 23.33 42.63 23.66 34.810RV0692 16 -4.84 -36.67 -3.53 21.33 10.06 12.04 21.87 38.02 12.55meanabs. 14.35 31.47 12.59 26.16 12.87 15.58 30.33 35.58 21.04med. abs. 12.56 36.67 7.19 23.94 12.15 13.54 27.03 38.02 14.83max. SE for sim 0.39 0.19 0.24

t'J
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stream composites, were around 2%-3 .5%, depending on . Therefore, the jackknife estimator

based on a subsample of size n = 1/ 5 estimates C*() with roughly the same accuracy as NTR
based on a fixed count of n = 1/ 2.

Stability for NTR(1/ 2) was similar to that for NTR(l/ 5), therefore, SD's for

Jack( 1 / 5) were approximately twice those of NTR( 1 / 2). To weigh the improvement in bias

reduction against decreased stability using the jackknife for smaller subsample sizes, we also

considered the RMSE for both candidates. For all cases, NTR(1/ 2) had smaller RMSE than
did Jack(l/ 5). Median RMSE for Jack(1/ 5) was around 4 while that for NTR(1/ 2) was

around 2.5. On the relative scale, median RMSEs for Jack(1/ 5) ranged from around 15% to
27% while those for NTR( I / 2) ranged from around 9% to 15%, depending on . Differences
in relative RMSE between the two estimators at their respective subsample sizes were

considered for each stream composite. Medians of these differences were between 5% - 9%,

with reduction favoring NTR( 1 / 2). However, relative RMSE for Jack( 1 / 5) never exceeded
NTR(1/ 2) by more than 13%.

The jackknife procedure offers a cost-effective method for comparing numerical taxa
richness with smaller subsamples. The jackknife correction to the observed taxa count

substantially reduced the bias of NTR for subsample size n = 1/ 5. Moreover, bias for Jack(1/
5) was roughly as small as that given by NTR at n = 1/ 2. Stability, however, was reduced
with the jackknife procedure, yielding estimates with standard deviations nearly double those
for NTR(1/ 5) and NTR(I/ 2). For subsample sizes n 1/ 5, the RMSE for jackknife
tended to be about 3/2 that of numerical taxa richness based on subsample sizes n = 1/ 2.
Whether or not the benefits of subsample size reduction outweigh the decrease in stability
depends on the priorities and objectives of the study. However, the jackknife based on a
subsample size n =1/ 5 offers an approximately unbiased alternative to NTR based on
subsample size n 1/ 2 for estimating C*().

Besides offering a cost effective alternative for estimating C *(), the jackknife
estimator may potentially increase resolution for discriminating impacts above that provided by
NTR for a given fixed count. The converse of Finding 2 is given by the following.
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Finding 2a: The jackknife adjustment for observed taxa count based on a subsample of n is

generally nearly unbiased for the number of taxa in the collection with relative frequency

1/Sn.

Comparing Finding 2a with Finding 1, we see that a higher level of rarity may be

assessed with the jackknife than with NTR. If resolution for detecting change increases with

our ability to monitor the rarer taxa, as some have argued, then the jackknife method may be a

more effective measure of taxa richness than NTR. Future research which focuses on practical

application of the jackknife measure to detect change in the larger biological community may
give us more insight into whether or not the higher level of rarity assessment with the jackknife

will compensate for its decreased stability.

2.5 Suggested Mo dflcations for the Observed Count and Jackknfe Procedures for
Estimating C*() with Larger Subsamples

Whereas in the previous section, we evaluated the jackknife to minimize bias for the

purpose of comparing NTR with measures based on smaller subsamples or to reduce cost, in

this section we consider alternatives for estimating C*() for larger subsamples. Suppose, as in
the previous section, that NTR based on a fixed count ofn = 100 was used one year, but the

following year resources allowed larger subsamples. Although the intent might be to increase

resolution for future monitoring, there would be interest in comparing with the previous year.
Recall that NTR based on a subsample size n = 100 effectively targets C*(.005). As with
subsample size n << 100, NTR based on a subsample size n>> 100 no longer unbiasedly

estimates this same parameter. Therefore, an estimator based on a larger subsample size is

needed which is approximately unbiased for C*(.005). In this section we explore two simple

modifications of the observed taxa count and jackknife estimator given in the previous section
as methods for estimating C*() for n>> 1/ 2.

Despite underestimation, observed taxa count has been used to estimate the total

number of taxa in a collection. Its appeal may be attributed in part to its ease of calculation

and interpretation. A natural extension for estimating the total number of "non-rare" taxa

which preserves these attractive qualities, is the observed "non-rare" taxa count. To estimate
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C*() simply tally the number of taxa occurring in the subsample with relative frequency

Formally, this estimator, which we will denote NTR, may be expressed as

NTR'=

where n is the sample size, c, is the number of taxa represented by exactly i individuals in the

sample, and [.] is the symbol for rounding up to the nearest integer. Note that for n 1/c,

r n = 1 so that NTR is just the observed taxa count and therefore coincides with the

unmodified NTR.

The second alternative we propose for estimating C*() is a modification of the

jackknife estimator presented in section 2.4. The modification consists of replacing NTR and c1

in Jack with NTR and crn1 respectively. The result is given by

ModJack = NTR'+

Note that for n II, ModJack Jack.

While ModJack is not a "true" jackknife estimator, in the sense that it is not the

average of psuedo-values resulting from the jackknife procedure applied to NTR, the proposed

estimator offers approximately unbiased estimation of C*() for selected subsample sizes, as

will be shown. Biases and variances for NTR and ModJack are given in Appendix 2.3.

Investigations for determining the role of subsample size in performance (with regard to

bias, SD, and RMSE) for NTRand ModJack mirrored those for the development of Finding 2
in section 2.4 for the unmodified jackknife, Jack. Initial observations were based on simulation
study of composite ORC 0693 and two smaller stream composites. Rules for subsample size to

minimize bias were developed for these 3 composites and later applied to 6 additional

composites to examine their generality across a variety of taxa distributions.

Bias, SD, and RMSE as a function of subsample size, for each of the modified

estimators with respect to C*() for stream composite 0RC0693 across the four values of
are given in Figs. 2.2a - c. Although these graphs are presented for a single stream, the patterns

were found to be consistent across all other composites. Due to time constraints, estimates

based on larger subsample sizes were considered only for a few select subsample sizes.



However, we expect performance patterns for estimates based on larger subsampling intervals
to be similar to those based on smaller subsamples.

Fig. 2.2a shows the bias of each of the proposed estimators as a function of subsample

size. As expected, the bias (considering both sign and magnitude) for ModJack is shifted

above that for NTRc resulting from the addition of a positive correction term. However, unlike

their unmodified analogues, Jack and NTR, expected values for the proposed estimators do not

simply increase monotonically with subsample size. For both NTRand ModJack, bias as a
function of subsample size shows periods of monotonic increase followed by sudden reduction,
repeating as the subsample size increases. These patterns are dampened, however, for larger
subsample sizes until stabilizing near zero. As the definition of rarity becomes more inclusive
(i.e. as increases), the periods become shorter.

The curious behavior of the biases of NTR" and ModJack can be explained by the
discreteness of the estimators as a function of sample size. Recall that both estimators depend
only on those taxa which occur with frequency greater than or equal to in the subsample.

Thus, whether or not a taxon is included in the estimates depends both on the number of its
representatives and the size of the subsample. A taxon which is represented by less than n
individuals is assumed rare and is discarded as outside the target population. We call the
minimum number of representatives required for a taxon to be included in the estimate the

minimum inclusion threshold (MIT). For both proposed estimators, calculating MIT for a
given subsample simply rounds n upward, to the nearest integer. Thus, MIT assumes the value
k for (k-1)/ <n k/a. The MIT, then, increases by one as the sample size increases from k'
to k' +1. For example, consider = .002. For a subsample size less than or equal to 500, n

I, so that MIT = I and every taxa present in the subsample is included into NTR and
ModJack. In this case, the proposed estimators coincide with their unmodified analogues. At
n = 501, however, n = 1.002 so that MIT = 2. Only those taxa which have at least two
representatives in the subsample are included in the estimates; all singletons are removed from
the estimate calculation. The reason that the bias drops immediately following a change in
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MIT is that, on average, fewer numbers of taxa in the subsample are included in the estimate,

decreasing the estimate's value.

As with bias, subsample size may have a large effect on the variability of NTR and

ModJack. Standard deviations, as a function of subsample size, for each of the proposed

estimators are given in Fig. 2.3. Again the behaviors may be explained by the discreteness of
the estimators. Increasing the size of the subsample by one from 1c/E to above k' +1, results in

a substantial drop in standard deviation. Because the MIT increases by one at each of these

transitions, it becomes more difficult for a rare taxon which has a low probability of entering

the subsample to be included in the estimate. As increases so that more taxa are defined as

rare, their exclusion give the estimates more stability.

While RMSE summarizes both accuracy (bias) and stability (standard deviation), the
bias appears to be the driving force for both of the proposed estimators (see Fig 2.4 for RMSE

as a function of sample size). However, RMSE depends on the magnitude of bias, rather than

its direction (positive or negative). The repeating pattern of increase followed by sudden

reduction for bias as a function of subsample size, makes the biases for each of the estimators
difficult to quantify in absolute terms. The sudden decrease in bias may or may not yield

estimates closer to the target parameter. However, subsample sizes which minimize the
magnitude of bias for each estimator also minimize the RMSE.

To ameliorate the sudden change in bias that results from the discreteness of the
estimators, we propose the following simple extensions of the definitions.

(l)NTR(n,k)="

(2) ModJack(n, k) = NTR(n,k) + (n-l)/n Ck

where c is the number of taxa present in the subsample represented by exactly i individuals.
Note that for (k-l)/ <ii k/a, NTR(n, k) = NTR! and ModJack(n, k) = ModJack. In addition,
NTR(n) = NTR(n, I) and Jack(n) = Jack(n, I).

Because our ultimate goal is to provide fair comparisons, we are particularly interested

in those subsample sizes which minimize bias. Based on the observed performance patterns of

NIP! and ModJack, the following recommendations are proposed to increase accuracy for

estimation of C*() based on larger subsamples (i.e. n>> 1/ 2).
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Finding 3: NTR(n, k) based on a subsample of size n (k - '/2)/c is generally nearly unbiased

for the number of taxa which occur in the collection with relative frequency , for

k=1,2.....

Finding 4: ModJack(n, k) based on subsample of size n (k-i )/ is generally nearly unbiased

for the number of taxa which occur in the collection with relative frequency , for k =2 , 3....

These findings were developed from 3 stream composites and were verified on 6

additional stream composites. For illustration, we present bias, SD, RMSE for ModJack(1/ +

1, 2) and NTR(3/ 2, 2) for estimating C*() for = .002, .005, and .0 10. = .001 was

omitted because subsample sizes n = 1001 and n = 1500, as recommended by Findings 3 and 4,

were deemed too large for practical application. Subsample sizes n = (1/c) + I (rather than,

say, I /) were chosen for the modified jackknife estimator because investigation initially

focused on minimizing bias for ModJack. Note that for n = (1 /) + 1, ModJack =
ModJack(( I /)+ 1,2), whereas for n = 1/a, ModJack = ModJack( I f, 1) rather than

Jack( 1/,2). However results using ModJack(I /, 2) should differ from ModJack((I /) +1, 2)

only slightly. Also, note that the selected subsample sizes for ModJack(( 1/) + 1, 2) and

NTR(3/ 2, 2) represent a doubling and tripling of evaluation effort suggested for unbiased

estimation of C*() using NTR (see Finding 1, Section 2.3). Results are presented on the
relative scale in Table 2.3.

The consistency of Findings 3 and 4 for providing approximately unbiased estimates

across a range of distributions is evident from Table 2.3. In all but 2 out of 21 cases,

magnitudes of relative bias for both proposed estimators, based on their respective suggested

sample sizes, were no more than about 7% and in most cases were below 5%. The two

exceptions involved estimating C*(.0 1) for stream composites with large proportions of rare
taxa (> 70%). Again, the resulting low numbers of non-rare taxa (C*(.0 1) = 7 inflate bias

when given on the relative scale. Median absolute relative biases for both ModJack((1/) + 1,

2) and NTR(3/ 2, 2), were within 2% to 6% of their target parameter. Absolute differences in

magnitudes of relative bias between ModJack((1/) + 1, 2) and NTR(3/ 2, 2) were less than
5% for all stream composites, suggesting similar degrees ofaccuracy for each of the estimators
at their recommended subsample sizes.
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We compared the relative biases of ModJack(( 1 /) + 1, 2) and NTR(3/ 2, 2) with

those for numerical taxa richness at n = 1/ 2 (NTR(l/ 2)). Somewhat smaller relative bias

resulted with the proposed methods in the majority of cases, however, differences were

generally small. For individual stream composites, magnitudes of relative bias between NTR

and ModJack((1/) + 1, 2) differed by less than 5% in the majority of cases and never exceeded

11%. For NTR and NTR(3/ 2, 2), these magnitudes differed by less than 3.5% in the

majority of cases and never exceeded 8%.

Although both proposed alternatives showed similar tendency toward bias reduction at
each of the larger subsample sizes, only NTR(3/ 2, 2) showed a slight increase in stability over

NTR(1/ 2) for all cases. However, differences in relative SD between NTR(3/ 2, 2) and
NTR( 1 / 2) for each individual stream composite never exceeded 4%. In contrast, relative SD

for ModJack( 1/ + 1, 2) was greater than that for NTR( I / 2) in every case, although not by
more than 10%.

As with stability, the proposed estimators showed differences in their ability to produce

more reliable estimates than NTR(1/ 2) for larger subsamples. The tendency for NTR(3/ 2,

2) to reduce bias and increase stability, resulted in smaller relative RMSE over NTR(1/ 2) in
all cases. However, the improvement was not substantial even though the increase in

subsample size was threefold. For individual stream composites, reduction in relative RMSE
for NTR(3/ 2, 2) over NTR(1/ 2) were less than 5% for = .002 and .005 and less than 7%
for =.01. In all but a few cases, relative RMSE for ModJack(l/ + 1, 2) was larger than that
for NTR(1/ 2), although never by more than 8%. Therefore, in terms of accuracy and

reliability, all three estimators perform similarly at their respective subsample sizes and provide
a method to compare measures based on different (selected) subsample sizes.



Table 2.3. Bias, Standard Deviation, and RMSE for Numerical Taxa Richness (NTR), ModJack, and NTR- Relative Scale- %

=. 002

Stream
C NTR

n250

BIAS

ModJack
n501

NTR
n750

NTR
n"250

SD
ModJack
nr501

NTR
n750

NTR
n250

RMSE
ModJack
n501

NTR
n750

0RC0693 25 2.12 4.16 2.39 9.78 13.63 8.06 10.01 14.25 8.41
0RV0292 18 -3.21 3.66 -0.09 10.09 14.06 7.42 10.59 14.53 7.42
0RV2593 17 -6.98 -1.15 -3.71 9.51 14.38 8.14 11.80 14.43 8.94
0RC0992 40 0.59 2.29 0.51 5.99 8.08 4.67 6.02 8.40 4.70
ORCO22 39 -8.36 0.14 -3.25 6.61 10.13 5.55 10.66 10.13 6.43
0RV2493 18 -6.88 6.23 1.79 10.38 16.19 8.59 12.45 17.34 8.77
0RV0692 28 -8.83 -0.56 -3.88 6.18 9.29 4.28 10.78 9.30 5.77
ave. abs. 5.28 2.60 2.23 8.36 12.25 6.67 10.33 12.63 7.21
med. abs. 6.88 2.29 2.39 9.51 13.63 7.42 10.66 14.25 7.42

max. SE for sim. .10 .16 .86

(=. 005
Stream C* NTR

n=100

BIAS
ModJack

n=2O1
NTR
n=300

NTR
n100

SD
ModJack
n201

NTR
n300

NTR
n100

RMSE
ModJack
n201

NTR
n300

0RC0693 18 0.57 4.52 0.82 12.27 16.69 9.55 12.29 17.29 9.59
0RV0292 14 -10.97 -4.32 -7.10 13.10 19.39 11.01 17.09 19.86 13.10
0RV2593 13 -3.05 -2.41 -3.53 11.61 16.02 10.02 12.00 16.20 10.62
0RC0992 34 -9.24 0.71 -4.05 7.12 10.59 5.40 11.67 10.61 6.75
0RCO292 26 -2.95 7.36 2.92 9.78 15.16 8.36 10.22 16.85 8.85
0RV2493 13 -9.46 -5.61 -6.86 14.07 21.24 12.79 16.96 21.97 14.51
0RV0692 22 -9.44 0.55 -2.82 8.91 13.90 7.71 12.98 13.91 8.21
ave. abs. 6.53 3.64 4.01 10.98 16.14 9.26 1'3.31 16.67 10.23
med. abs. 9.24 4.32 3.53 11.61 16.02 9.55 12.29 16.85 9.59

max. SE for sim. .14 .21 .13

Ij



Table 2.3, Continued.

(=.O1
Stream C* NTR

n50
BIAS

ModJack
n101

NTR
n150

NTR
n50

SD
ModJack
n101

NTR
n=150

NTR
n50

RMSE
ModJack
n101

NTR
n1.50

0RC0693 14 -7.19 -1.21 -5.95 14.68 20.96 11.87 16.35 21.00 13.28
0RV0292 7 33.47 31.84 30.02 23.74 33.75 21.15 41.03 46.40 36.72
0RV2593 10 5.93 6.98 4.71 13.54 17.60 10.46 14.78 18.93 11.47
0RC0992 26 -11.94 0.97 -4.36 8.81 15.10 7.92 14.83 15.13 9.04
0RCO292 18 0.20 5.72 2.09 12.94 20.17 11.68 12.95 20.96 11.86
0RV2493 7 2584 22.44 20.48 23.33 31.39 19.86 34.81 38.59 28.53
0RV0692 -3.53 5.47 1.55 12.04 18.81 10.49 12.55 19.59 10.60
ave. abs. 12.59 10.66 9.88 15.58 22.54 13.35 21.04 25.80 17.36

med. abs. 7.19 5.72 4.71 13.54 20.17 11.68 14.83 20.96 11.86
max. SE for sim. .24 .34 .21
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2.6 Estimating C*() vs C

In section 2.3 we considered the bias of NTR with respect to estimating both the total

number of taxa and the total number of non-rare taxa in a collection and found greater potential

for accuracy with the exclusion of rare taxa from the target parameter. Of course, there are

other nonparametric alternatives for estimating C besides the observed taxa count. In this

section we compare 10 nonparametric estimators of C with NTR for estimating C*() to

examine the potential benefit of excluding rare taxa from the target parameter in terms of

reduced evaluation effort and greater accuracy and stability for estimation. Nonparametric

estimators for C were selected as the most promising nonparametric estimators to date from

review of the literature and simulation study. These include both finite and infinite population
estimators, generalized jackknife procedures, and coverage based estimators. Specifically, we

consider observed taxa count, Shiosser's estimator, Burnham and Overton's first and second

order jackknife estimators, Chao's 1984 estimator, Chao and Lee's 1992 estimator, Chao, Ma,
and Yang's ACE estimator, and Flaas and Stoke's unsmoothed first and secondorder jackknife

procedures and their modification to Shlosser's estimator. A brief discussion of each of these

10 candidates is provided below and their formulas are given in Appendix 2.4. A simulation

study investigates both bias and RMSE for NTR(l/ 2) and each of the estimators for C,

relative to their target parameters, for selected subsample sizes. Standard deviations for each of
the candidates, however are omitted because we are primarily interested in comparing methods

with regard to bias reduction and their variances are summarized by RMSEs simultaneously
with their biases.

2.6.1 Estimating "C ' Total Number of Taxa

Over the last 60 years researchers have struggled to develop robust estimators for the
total number of classes (e.g. taxa), C, based on single simple random sample from a larger

collection. Heterogeneity of class sizes and the presence of "rare" classes have made it difficult

to build both stable and accurate estimators for C. In 1993 Bunge and Fitzpatrick published an
extensive review of the literature to date devoted to the estimation of C and concluded that "the
problem is quite resistant to statistical solution, essentially because no matter how many classes

have been observed there may still be a large number of very small unobservable classes"
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(p. 364). Choice of estimator usually involves some compromise between bias and variability.

Observed taxa count, for example, is highly stable compared with other alternatives, yet may

have large negative bias, especially when the sample size is small and there is a large proportion

of rare taxa in the collection. Goodman (1949) introduced an unbiased estimator of C for a

finite collection, provided that the sample size exceeds the number of individuals in the largest

class. He also showed that no other unbiased estimator for C exists. However, the instability

of his estimator was found to be so severe that it has been eliminated from most practical

consideration (Goodman 1949, Knott 1967, Frank 1978, Bunge and Fitzpatrick 1993, Haas and

Stokes 1998). Subsequent efforts toward improving these nonparametric estimators for C have

focused on achieving some acceptable balance between accuracy and stability.

Nonparametric estimators for C generally fall into one of two subdivisions: those that

assume a finite population and those that assume an infinite population. For finite populations,

we may assume that individuals are sampled without replacement, also called hypergeometric

sampling (Bunge and Fiztpatrick 1993). Probably one of the most well known finite population

estimators is the Shlosser estimator. Shlosser (1981) found that his estimator, developed to

estimate the number of words in a large text, performed well in his simulation studies with

regard to bias reduction and stability for estimation based on small sampling fractions. Haas

and Stokes (1998), however found Shiosser's estimator to have large RMSEs even for

collections with relatively homogeneous class size.

In 1998, Haas and Stokes proposed several alternatives to finite population estimators

based on the generalized jackknife approach introduced by Gray and Schucany (1972). The

generalized jackknife procedure considers a linear combination of two estimators, tj and t2 each

having different (nonzero) bias for the same parameter. The resulting estimator has the

form, t3 , where R is a real number. ForR (n - 1)/n, this is just the jackknife

estimator discussed in section 2.4 where t is the observed taxa count and t2 is the observed taxa

count after removing a single observation, averaged over all possible point deletions. Haas and

Stokes considered the same estimators, t1 and t2, except they regarded R as a random quantity

that could be estimated from the data. They suggest several methods for estimatingR, each

leading to different generalized jackknife estimators, and compared their performances in an
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extensive simulation study of over 52 populations representing varying distributions of class

sizes. For our investigation we consider three of their proposed estimators as they were

reported to offer improvement over Shiosser's estimator, in many cases. These include a

modification to Shlosser's estimator and the unsmoothed first and second order jackknife

estimators.

In addition to estimators for C within the fmite population context, alternatives which

assume an infmite population model may be used for large collections. For such models, we

may assume the individuals are selected with replacement, often referred to as multinomial

sampling (Bunge and Fitzpatrick 1993). Unfortunately, no unbiased estimator for C exists in

the infinite population case, unless relative frequencies of class sizes are known (Engen 1978,

p.20). Doss and Sethuraman (1989), showed that any attempt to reduce the bias in this case

necessarily results in increased variance. The kth order jackknife estimators developed by

Burnham and Overton provide a good example. These estimators are based on repeated

estimation using observed taxa count with k observations removed from the sample. If a power

series expansion in 1/N can be assumed for the bias of the observed number of classes, these kth

order jackknife estimates reduce the bias of the observed number of classes by an order of N,

(Burnham and Overton 1979). However, the bias correction introduces additional terms which

depend on class frequencies in the subsample and may be highly unstable (Esty 1986). Smith

and van Bell (1984) showed that the jackknife estimators only perform well if the number of

taxa observed in the sample is sufficiently large or if the proportion of rare taxa in the

population is not too great. Underestimation may result if sample sizes are small and there are

lots of rare taxa and overestimation may occur if sample sizes are so large that all taxa are

observed.

In addition to jackknife estimators, the development of nonparametric estimators based

on sample coverage have shown promise in bias reduction and stability for infinite population

estimates. Sample coverage is a random vector whose elements are given by c,, the number of

classes containing exactly i elements. Chao and her colleagues have introduced several

nonparametric estimators based on sample coverage. In 1984 Chao introduced an estimator

which adjusts for taxa not seen in the sample by adding a term involving the ratio of the number

singletons (taxa represented by exactly one individual) to doubletons (taxa represented by

exactly two individuals). Chao determined that the estimator was really a lower bound for C;
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however, she found that it performed well when there were a large number of rare taxa. In

1992 Chao and Lee published an estimator that took into account the coefficient of variation

(CV) of class size. They found the estimator to perform well when CV was below 100 but

tended to overestimate for larger CV values. In 1993, Chao, Ma, and Yang modified this

estimator for populations with class frequencies whose CV exceeded 100. Their suggested

modification attempts to correct for large numbers of rare taxa in the population by adding a

correction term which relies on the number of taxa with 10 representatives observed in the

sample. However, estimating coefficient of variation in practice has proven problematic, often

requiring large sample sizes (Chao and Lee 1992).

While substantial progress has been made toward bias reduction and increased

stability, no single estimator has emerged as "best" for estimating C for all collections (Bunge

and Fitzpatrik 1993). Trade-offs in bias reduction and stability exist for both fmite and infinite

population estimators. Nonparameteric procedures designed to reduce bias by correcting for

those classes not represented in the sample are not robust to variation in the distribution of class

sizes in the collection. In addition, larger sample sizes are often required to achieve desired

levels of both accuracy and stability. Such measures, however, can be expensive, especially

when estimating C for numerous large collections containing large proportions of rare taxa.

2.6.2 Numerical Taxa Richness for Estimating C*() vs. 10 Nonparameteric Alternatives for
Estimating C

To compare performance of N1'R for estimating C*() with those for nonparametric

methods for estimating C, we simulated bias and RMSE for each of candidates with respect to

their target parameter. Estimates were based on 10,000 simulated random (hypergeometric)

subsamplings for each of 7 composites collected in the OSU/EPA pilot study (see Appendix

2.2) Four levels of rarity for C*() include = .001, .002, .005, and .01. Subsamples sizes

for NTR reflect those which provide approximately unbiased estimation of C *() as specified

by Finding i in section 2.3 (i.e. n = 1/ 2). Relative bias and RMSE for each of the 10

estimators of C were approximated at subsample sizes, n = (1/ 2)(1I ), (l)(1/), (3/ 2)(l/ )

and (2)( 1 /). These additional subsample sizes were selected to represent a doubling, tripling

and quadrupling of evaluation effort over that recommended for NTR when estimating C*().
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Minimum values for magnitude of bias and RMSE relative to C across the 10

nonparametric competitors were chosen to reflect "best performance" for efforts to estimate C

at each subsample location. In addition, minimums were considered for each composite

individually. Consequently, these minimums do not reflect a single "best" estimator for all

subsample sizes and composites. In addition, the estimator which shows greatest bias reduction

does not necessarily have the smallest RMSE. Therefore, comparisons of minimum relative

RMSE and bias across the 10 candidates with those for numerical taxa richness provide a

conservative report of the potential gains in cost efficiency with eliminating rare taxa from the

target parameter.

Table 2.4 summarizes the results of the simulation study. Let Bias(Min10(n)) denote

the minimum absolute relative bias across the 10 nonparametric estimators of C for a single

composite based on a subsample of size n. As with previous discussions, let NTR(n) denote the

observed number of taxa in a subsample of size n. Comparing values for relative absolute bias

between estimators for each of the two parameters, suggests that similar levels of accuracy may

be achieved for estimation of the two parameters in most cases. For = .001, magnitudes of

relative bias for NTR(500) tend to be greater than that for Bias(Min,0(500)), but in most cases,

differences were less than 5%. For .002, relative absolute bias for NTR(250) <

Bias(Min10(250)) in 4 out of 7 cases with differences less than 5% in most cases. For = .005,

tendency for greater relative bias reduction is again roughly evenly split with relative absolute

bias for NTR(100) <Bias(Min10(100)) in 4 out of 7 cases. For those streams where bias

reduction favored Bias(Min10( 100)), differences are less than 7%. For = .01, differences in

relative bias between NTR(50) and Bias(Min10(50)) are more pronounced. In 4 out of 7 cases,

Bias(Min10(50)) is greater than relative absolute bias for NTR(50) by at least 10% of the target

parameter value. However, for the two stream composites having small numbers of non-rare

taxa, Bias(Min10(50)) is less than relative absolute bias for NTR(50) with differences greater

than 15%. Again this inflation may be due in part to the small target parameter for NTR(50).

Relative RMSEs for each of the methods suggest that the trade-off between accuracy

and stability for selected subsamples sizes may not be as severe for estimating C*() as that for

C. Let RMSE(Min10(n)) denote the minimum relative RMSE across the 10 estimators for C

based on a subsample of size n. In all but 1 out of the 28 cases estimation of C*() based on

NTR(1/ 2) resulted in lower relative RMSE than did all 10 of the estimators fo C based on
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the same subsample sizes. For = .001, relative RMSE for NTR(500) is less than

R.MSE(Min10(500)) in 6 out of the 7 streams with differences within 11%. For = .002,

relative RMSE for NTR(250) is less than RMSE(Min10(250)) in all cases and differences range

from close to 5% to 18%. For = .005, relative RMSE for NTR(100) is again less than

RMSE(Min10(1 00)) with differences ranging between 11% and 36%. For .01, relative

RMSE reduction favored NTR(50) in all cases and differences between the two methods

exceeded 20% in all but 2 of the 7 streams.

Subsample size is one measure of cost associated with estimation. For = .001, larger

subsample sizes were required when estimating C to achieve the same or smaller relative R.MSE

values as NTR(500) for all but I of the 7 streams. For = .002, somewhere between 3 and 4

times the subsample size was needed for RMSE(Min10(250)) relative RMSE for NTR(250) in

the majority of streams. For .005, 5 -6 times the subsample size was required for

RMSE(Min10(100)) relative RMSE for NTR(l00) in the majority of streams and 9-10 times

for .01.

While the results of this investigation suggest greater potential for cost efficiency with

the exclusion of rare taxa from the target parameter in terms of an estimator's ability to provide

accurate and stable estimates with smaller subsample sizes, we do not presume that the levels

of rarity investigated in this study reflect those required for biomonitoring. Furthermore, we do

not believe that economic or statistical considerations should dictate the level of rarity required

for a particular objective. The level of rarity for assessment should depend on the ability of

parameter differences to detect desired changes in taxa composition. Comparisons investigated

in this simulation study were presented simply to illustrate the potential gains in reliability and

cost reduction with estimating C*().



Table 2.4. Absolute Bias and RMSE for Numerical Taxa Richness (NTR) for Estimating C*( ) and Minimum Absolue Bias and Minimum
RMSE Across 10 Estimators for C(MJN,0) -Relative Scale- % (tNA= "not available")

=.001

Stream
C C* NTR

n=500
M1N10
n=500

BIAS
MIN MIN

n"lOOO n1500
M1N

n2000
NTR

n500 MINrnn500

RMSE

M1N10 M1N10
nr1000 n1500

MTN
n2000

0RC0693 57 34 5.67 6.18 2.42 NAt 0.18 9.39 20.82 14.43 NA 7.980RV0292 31 21 0.49 0.65 0.73 NA 0.21 8.38 18.93 10.95 NA 6.350RV2593 25 20 7.41 3.42 1.72 NA 0.87 10.75 15.58 10.72 NA 8.630RC0992 66 50 6.62 2.63 0.21 NA 0.12 8.27 12.80 7.16 NA 3.870RCO292 59 47 8.42 0.38 0.18 NA 1.10 9.89 12.71 7.05 NA 5.420RV2493 26 24 14.25 0.33 2.11 NA 0.79 15.80 11.98 9.50 NA 3.930RV0692 36 28 2.70 1.20 1.05 NA 1.62 5.92 12.08 8.92 NA 6.81ave. abs. 6.51 2.11 1.20 0.70 9.77 14.99 9.82 6.14med. abs. 6.62 1.20 1.05 0.79 9.39 12.80 9.50 6.35

=.002

Stream
C C NTR

n250 M1N10
n=250

BIAS
M1N M1N10
n=500 n750 M1N10

n=1000
NTR

n=250
M1N
n250

RMSE
NTR MIN1On500 n=750

M1N
n'1000

0RC0693 57 25 2.12 3.35 6.18 2.14 2.42 10.01 28.49 20.82 15.89 14.430RV0292 31 18 3.21 7.99 0.65 0.48 0.73 10.59 25.88 18.93 13.66 10.950RV2593 25 17 6.98 9.85 3.42 0.16 1.72 11.80 23.02 15.58 12.20 10.720RC0992 66 40 0.59 2.35 2.63 0.05 0.21 6.02 17.39 12.80 10.01 7.160RCO292 59 39 8.36 6.44 0.38 0.85 0.18 10.66 18.31 12.71 8.72 7.050RV2493 26 18 6.88 2.13 0.33 2.04 2.11 12.45 18.92 11.98 10.66 9.500RV0692 36 28 8.83 1.35 1.20 0.75 1.05 10.78 15.84 12.08 10.29 8.92ave. abs. 5.28 4.78 2.11 0.92 1.20 10.33 21.12 14.99 11.63 9.82med. abs. 6.88 3.35 1.20 0.75 1.05 10.66 18.92 12.80 10.66 9.50



Table 2.4, Continued.

=. 005
C C* NTR MINrn

BIAS

M1N10 M1N10 MThL0 NTR M1N10

RMSE

M1N10 M1N10 MTN10

Stream n100 n100 n=200 n300 n400 n100 n=100 n200 n300 n400

0RC0693 57 18 0.57 15.58 8.20 11.02 8.68 12.29 48.77 37.67 25.25 24.40

0RV0292 31 14 10.97 6.52 4.67 10.20 7.22 17.09 37.66 28.16 24.00 21.15

0RV2593 25 13 3.05 19.88 1.54 5.20 1.15 12.00 33.17 25.05 21.80 18.10

0RC0992 66 34 9.24 10.27 7.93 2.19 4.91 11.67 29.46 22.87 15.11 13.81

0RCO292 59 26 2.95 5.20 9.18 4.00 1.96 10.22 31.14 21.08 16.72 14.54

0RV2493 26 13 9.46 7.66 6.48 0.03 0.70 16.96 31.97 23.12 16.36 13.19

0RV0692 36 22 9.44 2.73 4.37 0.22 0.62 12.98 24.77 17.51 15.14 13.30

ave. abs. 6.53 9.69 6.05 4.70 3.61 13.31 33.85 25.06 19.20 16.93

med. abs. 9.24 7.66 6.48 4.00 1.96 12.29 31.97 23.12 16.72 14.54

Stream
C C NTR

n'50
MINrn
n50

BIAS

M1N10 MTN10
n100 n150

M1N0
n'200

NTR
n50

M1N10
n50

RMSE

M1N10 MTh110
n100 n150

M1N10
n200

0RC0693 57 14 7.19 5.44 15.58 18.24 8.20 16.35 44.34 48.77 42.56 37.67

0RV0292 31 7 33.47 17.27 6.52 0.32 4.67 41.03 44.29 37.66 31.53 28.16

0RV2593 25 10 5.93 34.79 19.88 9.94 1.54 14.78 44.58 33.17 28.57 25.05

0RC0992 66 26 11.94 22.30 10.27 10.27 7.93 14.83 40.50 29.46 21.89 22.87

0RCO292 59 18 0.20 21.44 5.20 17.61 9.18 12.95 37.93 31.14 24.54 21.08

0RV2493 26 7 25.84 0.98 7.66 3.94 6.48 34.81 46.20 31.97 25.08 23.12

0RV0692 36 16 3.53 16.43 2.73 8.46 4.37 12.55 34.41 24.77 19.90 17.51

ave. abs. 12.59 16.95 9.69 9.83 6.05 21.04 41.75 33.85 27.72 25.06

med. abs. 7.19 17.27 7.66 9.94 6.48 14.83 44.29 31.97 25.08 23.12
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2.7 Conclusion

Our investigation has shown that numerical taxa richness based on a fixed count of size

n is generally nearly unbiased for the number of taxa in a collection with relative frequency 1/

2n. The degree of rarity assessed for a particular collection, however, may be increased with

the jackknife correction to the observed number of taxa. Our simulation studies on 7 large

composites suggest that the jackknife estimator based on a subsample of size n effectively

targets the number of taxa in a collection with relative frequency 1/ 5n. There is a tradeoff

with the jackknife in that the bias correction term decreases the estimator's stability. Further

research is needed to determine whether or not the jackknife's ability to assess a higher degree

of rarity increases resolution for detecting differences in collections.

Speciing the parameter effectively targeted by NTR allowed us to explore alternatives

for estimation based on different sized subsamples. Thejackknife estimator achieved similar

levels of accuracy as that provided by NTR when the subsample size was reduced by 60%.

Modified jackknife and modified observed taxa count methods also achieved similar levels of

accuracy for larger subsamples.

Determining the parameter which is effectively targeted by numerical taxa richness is

an important step toward understanding the ability of the metric to detect changes in taxa

composition and for allowing comparisons based on different sized subsamples. Specif'ing the

parameter in terms of the level of rarity assessed for a particular fixed count allows researchers

to weigh the benefit of increased resolution against more expensive subsampling protocols.

Further research may focus on alternative taxa richness measures which may be used to

increases resolution for detecting change, reduce cost associated with subsample evaluation, or

which rely on different-sized subsamples yet are unbiased for the same target parameter. Such

advancements could provide methods for measuring smaller differences in the biological

community, allow increased flexibility in evaluation protocol design, and provide a means for

fair comparisoas among existing measures based on different-sized subsamples.
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3.1 Abstract

The problem of analyzing response vectors resulting from evaluations whose

measurement properties are unstable over time is examined. Specifically, data resulting from

subjective evaluations across time are considered where the goal is to test fixed main effects and

interaction effects that are confounded with session in multi-factor factorial experimental

designs. This study offers several models which describe the unanchoredness of reference points

inherent in these designs and investigates the consequences on Type I and Type H error

probabilities. Relying on a variance components perspective in a linear models framework, two

classes of unanchoredness are examined: patterned inconsistency and unpatterned

inconsistency. Results are a general illustration of a food sensory experiment conducted over

time.

3.2 Introduction

The ultimate success or failure of a food product or process will depend, at least in

part, on how it is perceived by humans. Thus, human senses must play a central role in food

sensory evaluations. Food processing usually serves several purposes, including extending the

storage life or "shelf life" of the processed food. Thus, time, as storage time, enters many food

sensory studies as an important factor. This situation leads to a class of measurement and

analysis problems. Essentially the following question needs to be answered: If human senses,

the evaluation tool, are changing at the same time as a food product is changing as a

consequence of storage, how can inferences be drawn to the effects of storage or other effects

under investigation? Potential distortion of differences induced by measurement error resulting

from changing panelists must be considered when analyzing the response values.

Panel evaluations in food sensory experiments are especially susceptible to errors in the

response (Ward 1987). Because human subjects serve as the measurement instrument,

responses may vary more as a function of the evaluators' own perceptual filters than to any

physical change directly attributable to the experimental or sampling unit. For example, a

person who is asked to rate a food product based on some subjective criterion (good/fair/bad)

on several different occasions throughout a study may alter his or her assessment depending on

the context in which the food item was presented or based on his or her experience the previous
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session (Lawless and Heymann, 1998, p.136). Because the measuring instrument may become

unstable and uncalibrated over time, response error is introduced.

Evaluation instruments that are vulnerable to factors external to those involved in the

experiment, must be calibrated and recalibrated in order to produce accurate and reliable

responses across evaluations (Lawless and Heymann, 1998). Quantitative assessments of

qualitative events or attributes (eg. aroma, flavor, etc.) necessitate rigorous definitions of

response values. "Anchors" are often introduced as reference points around which judgements

are made (Neilson et. al. 1988). For example, a stick of cinnamon gum may be used to

represent a score of 12 on a 14 point aroma intensity scale. Anchoredness is a condition where

these reference points are known and reliably maintained over successive evaluations.

Unanchoredness, then, is a condition that results when a measuring instrument becomes

uncalibrated over successive evaluations. There are many reasons why unanchoredness occurs

in evaluation studies across time, including memory loss, fatigue, learning, and other extraneous

factors (Arnold 1983, Riskey 1988, and Lawless and Heymann 1998). In all cases, it is

changes in the evaluation instrument itself that occurs, rather than changes in the experimental

or sampling unit. This distinction becomes problematic when evaluation sessions are

confounded with levels of other factors under investigation.

In an effort to reduce potential error due to evaluators, replication is often employed to

partition out the effects attributed to the evaluation session from those factors in the design

under investigation. Not all designs, however, can accommodate replication and thus, factors

influencing evaluators become confounded unavoidably. For example, if tune is one of the

factors under study and only one evaluation is possible at each time period, then evaluation

session is confounded with time. Consequently, any observed changes in response values could

be a function of either the time effect or the mediating effect of external factors controlling the

panelists and particular to the session. The variation due to the session effect (both to the

respondent and the experimental unit) can be separated from the variation due to the time effect

in the usual ANOVA sums-of-squares partitions, provided there is replication of the same time

effects at different sessions. Without replication, the effects due to session cannot be separated

from those associated with time, and thus unanchoredness may artificially inflate or deflate

sums of squares. As we will see, analyses based on these sums of squares, such as F-tests, are

questionable and may potentially misinform.
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We will assume that responses follow a linear model in which the response, y, is

expressed as a sum of fixed effects and random effects. Here, y denotes the response that the

experiment is intended to measure, but in the presence of unanchoredness, the observed

response is different, sayy*. In keeping with the additivity of a linear model, we will assume

that the error associated with unanchoredness, which we will refer to as u-error and denote u,

has an additive effect: y = y + u. Note that u-error is a type of measurement error called

response error (Fuller 1987), as it describes inaccuracy in the measurement instrument. This

differs from the type of measurement error in which the explanatory variables, rather than the

response, are measured with error. Most statistical models assume some measurement error in

the form of random noise added to the "true" value of the response. Usually, the response error

is assumed to vary independently and to be unrelated to the other explanatory variables;

however, in this study we investigate situations in which the u-error may vary with the levels of

one or more of the effects in the model.

We consider two types of unanchoredness: unpatterned inconsistency and patterned

inconsistency. Unpatterned inconsistency occurs when response values are altered in a chaotic

way across evaluations. Under unpatterned inconsistency, the mean of the u-error is zero and

the u-error simply adds to the overall variability in the response values. Patterned

inconsistency, on the other hand, assumes a non-zero mean for the u-error. This occurs when

the response vectors are transformed in some systematic way, such as a drift across successive

evaluations. In both cases, we assume that u-errors are confounded with one or more factors

under investigation. While unpatterned inconsistency is just a special case of patterned

inconsistency, they have different consequences for hypothesis testing and are considered

separately for discussion. Using a variance components approach to model these types of

manifestations, we determine whether or not Type I and Type II error probabilities are

compromised when testing fixed effects in the presence of u-errors which are confounded with

one or more of the effects under investigation.

Although we investigate the effects of unanchoredness in the context of food sensory

evaluations, our fmdings are appropriate for any study where the evaluation instrument may

become uncalibrated over time. Specifically, these results apply to balanced factorial structures

where successive evaluations are spaced apart in time and, even though the experimental design
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does not allow for partitioning unanchored effects from the model, there is interest in comparing

effects across evaluations.

3.3 Food Sensory Experimeni

Unanchoredness was examined within the context of a food sensory experiment. In the

design of this experiment, 10 panelists were asked to score, according to a 0-15 point intensity

scale (0=none, 7=moderate, 1 5=extreme), samples of spaghetti with meat sauce samples

according to various criteria (aroma, texture, appearance, etc.) on five different occasions that

reflected different storage durations. Three batches of spaghetti with meat sauce were

prepared. Each batch was divided into smaller units and randomly assigned to a process (heat

at 3° C, heat at 22° C, pressure at 3° C, or pressure at 22° C) and to a storage time (10, 30, 60,

90, or 120 days). Panelists evaluated a single sample of the process treated spaghetti samples

from each batch at five evaluation sessions corresponding to each of the five storage durations.

Thus, we had a 10 (panelists) x 4 (processes) x 5 (storage times) factorial treatment structure in

a randomized complete block design, where the 3 batches represent the random blocks. The

goal of the food scientists was to examine differences in sensory attributes of processing for

spaghetti with meat sauce across storage duration. Due to time and cost constraints, the

experiment was not replicated, nor was it possible to start batches at different times so different

aged batches could be evaluated at the same time.

Anchors for the panelists' sensory judgements of attributes of spaghetti with meat

sauce were provided prior to and throughout the experiment. For aroma intensity, panelists

relied on standardized reference points common to food sensory experiments. Specifically,

panelists were provided with samples of food products to smell along with corresponding aroma

intensity scores (safflower oil 3, Hi-C orange drink = 7, Welch's grape juice = 11, and Big

Red cinnamon gum = 15). For all other attributes of the spaghetti (texture, appearance, and

flavor), anchors were subjectively defmed and agreed upon by the panel as a whole. Prior to

the study, panelists were trained for two weeks to calibrate themselves to each of these anchors.

Subsequently, at each evaluation session, panelists briefly reviewed these anchors before

scoring the samples. Thus, much time and care was involved to anchor the panelists

consistently over sessions. Even so, the design of the study provided no opportunity for

ascertaining whether or not the panelists remained calibrated.
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Unanchoredness could have been introduced in a number of ways with this design.

First, even though panelists were initially trained and then re-familiarized with the scale

defmition for each separate evaluation, evaluation sessions were separated by as much as 30

days. Panelists' evaluations may be affected by day, and thus day is confounded with storage.

Second, because panelists assessing multiple samples have been known to experience learning

effects or experience fatigue, anchors could change across assessments. Third, whereas all

panelists were calibrated to be consistent with each other, over time the anchors could drift from

initial calibration in different ways for each of the ten panelists (Lawless and Heymann 1998, p.
337). One can check for unanchoredness by analyzing the session effect and the session

interactions with panelist and process in an analysis of variance. However, these session effects

cannot be partitioned out of the effects due to storage unless the storage durations are replicated

at different sessions. With this experiment, however, it was not possible to apply the same

storage duration treatment to spaghetti samples at different times (sessions). The possibility

that the storage effect may be confounded with an effect of unanchoredness calls into question

the reliability and validity of the analysis.

3.4 Statictica! Models

In this section, an "anchored" linear model is given to describe panelists' assessment of

four processes for preparing spaghetti with meat sauce (heat at 3°C, heat at 22°C, pressure at
3°C, pressure at 22°C) across five different durations of storage, assuming that the evaluators
remain calibrated over the five evaluation sessions. Several models for unanchoredness are then

proposed. These models were chosen to represent several types ofu-error likely to be found in
food sensory data. Our goal is to determine the effects of unanchoredness on hypothesis testing

and whether or not Type I and Type II erroi probabilities are compromised. We focus on

situations in which u-error is confounded with storage duration or with its interaction with one

or more of the other factors in the study.

3.4.1 Anchored Model

We assume the following model to describe the intensity of an attribute of spaghetti,

assuming panelists' responses remain calibrated over sessions. The model represents an
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idealistic situation in which the session effect is not present. Herewe regard the session effect

as acting principally on the panelists rather than the experimental unit and so it is a type of u-

error. In addition, we will assume that the model is balanced with exactly one observation for

each process for each batch for each panelist at each storage duration, although in the actual

experiment not all panelists evaluated every batch at every session

(AM) y =p+b1 Y'k +rm+(pyi)jk +(pr).jm
Alternatively, in matrix form,

y= lp+BbPp+Syi+Tr+C(pyi)+D(pr)+F(ttr)+G(pyir) +e

AM describes the anchored model wherey,, is the panelist's score for a spaghetti
sample, b, is the ith random block (batch) effect, p is the jth random panelist effect, Lc is the

kth fixed storage effect, Tm is the mth fixed treatment effect, and (p$r)Jk,(pT) (1rz and
(p qn-) are interaction effects. B, F, S, T, C, D, F and G in the matrix form of AM represent

the appropriate incidence matrices corresponding to each of the effect vectors. In addition, we

assume the constrained parameterization of Cornfield and Tukey (1956) (see Montgomery

(1997) and Kuehl (2000)) so that Uk = = (Pr)jm = =

(Vl)km = (PY1T)jkrn = 0.

The mean vector and covariance matrix for AM are then given by

(1) E(y)=1p+Sv+Tr+F(r)

(2) Cov(y) = oBB'o PP'+o,C(I ®(J --il31'5))CP+oD(I ®(I 1,1))D'

+ __.!l 1')®(11+111;))G' +oIfl31SS
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where 'k is the k x 1 vector of ones, 'k is the k x k identity matrix, and ® denotes the

Kronecker product (see Schott 1997, p. 253).

3.4.2 Unpatterned Inconsistency

Unpatterned inconsistency describes unanchored responses that result from purely

random variation in the measurement instrument. Unpatterned u-error, then may be regarded

as a random variable, having mean zero and constant variance, which is introduced to the

anchored model in an additive fashion. Three models for the resulting uncalibrated response

vectors are given below, along with their matrix form. Differences among the three models

reflect the distinct levels of confounding at which the u-error occurs in the model.

Unanchored Model I a (UM 1 a), given below, describes additional variability that is

introduced with each evaluation session and common to all panelists. Because only those

spaghetti samples treated with a single storage duration may be presented at each session, u-

errors due to "Session" are confounded with effects due to "Storage". Due to randomly varying

conditions, u-error is introduced. For example, all panelists are exposed to the same olfactory

conditions at each session and these conditions may modify responses in the same way for all

panelist, but the conditions may be somewhat different on different days.

(UMla)y =Y+Uk

where E(uk) = 0, Var(uk) = o , Cov(uk = 0 for k*k' and Cov(y, Uk.) 0.

Matrix Form:y* =y+Su

where E(u) = 0, Cov(u) o'I , and Cov(y, u) = 0

A u-error that changes with each evaluation session but is also peculiar to the panelist

is given in UM lb below. Consider the same randomly changing olfactory environment as

described above, except that the panelists' susceptibility to become unanchored as a result of

these environmental cues may be different for each person. In this case, u-errors are
confounded with "Panelist x Storage".



*(UMIb) Yt,kin = + Uj,

where E(uJk) 0, Var(ufk ) o- , Cov(ufk ,UJ.k.) = 0 forj J' or kk', and

Cov(yq*jn, Uj.k.) = 0

Matrix Form: =y+Cu

where E(u) 0, Cov(u) = c,-I ,and Cov(y,u) = 0.

Finally, we consider unanchored scores for each session and panelist, except that the u-

errors are not uniform across the four processes. Odors outside the study, then may have a

different effect on a panelist's evaluation of the heat-treated sample than those samples treated

with pressure. In addition, the extent to which the panelists' evaluations differ in response to

their changing olfactory environment may vary from one panelist to another. It is plausiblethen

not only for the panelists to differ from one another in reaction to their changing olfactory

environment, but also with regard to the particular treatment. The resulting u-error is
confounded with "Panelist x Storage x Process".

(UMlc)y =y+u
where E(uj) 0, Var(u) = o, = 0 forjj', kk', or

mm', and COV(YJIq,,,UJkm) = 0

Matrix Form:y =y±Gu,

where E(u) = 0, Cov(u) = and Cov(y, u) = 0.

3.4.3 Patterned Inconsistency

Patterned inconsistency reflects a shift in the response values across sessions in

addition to increased variability. These models will be the same as for unpatterned u-error

except we allow the u-errors to have a non-zero mean. Such an event is likely with experiments

spanning several seasons where changing olfactory conditions may influence panelists' response
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in a systematic way (Lawless and Heymann 1998, pp. 549- 550). For example, olfactory cues

may become heightened in the spring and decrease in the fall. The effect could be a patterned

drift in response values over time that has nothing to do with treatment assignments. The three

corresponding patterned u-error models are given below.

U-error confounded with "Storage":

(UM2a) Same asUMlaexceptE(uk)= °k

Matrix form: E(u) =9

U-error confounded with "Panelist x Storage":

(UM2b) Same as UM lb except E(ufk) = 9jk

Matrixform: E(u)=9

U-error confounded with "Panelist x Storage x Process":

(IJM2c) Same as TJM 1 c except E(uj,,) =

Matrix form: E(u)=9

It is important to note that each of the unanchored models has a unique effect on either

the covariance structure or expectation of response values, or both. This is a consequence that

directly influences the distribution of the F ratios in standard hypothesis testing, as will be

shown in the next section.

3.5 Effects on Mean Squares and Mean Square Ratios

In this section, we investigate the effect of unanchoredness on expected mean squares

(EMS) and their influence on mean square ratios involved in hypothesis testing. Theoretical

arguments are given to support derivation of EMS in the presence of u-error. Changes to EMS

under each of the unanchored models presented in Section 3.4 are summarized. A simple

alternative is provided to ease the burden of calculation when deriving EMS under the additive

u-error models and to allow quick determination of whether or not distributional properties for

F-tests are affected.
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In constructing F-statistics for testing fixed effects in the mixed linear model, one

initially refers to the expected mean squares (EMS) in the ANOVA table. Appropriate ratios

are visible by comparing EMS for the factor under consideration with those for other terms in

the model. For example, in testing "Storage", the EMS for the anchored model suggest using
"Panelist x Storage" as the appropriate error term in the mean square ratio (see Table 3.1).

Table 3.1 ANOVA under Anchored Model AM

Source of Variation Expected Mean Squares

Batch +pst2
Panelist (Pan) + bsto,

Storage (Stor)
1,4a+bto,+bpt si

Process (Proc)

o+bsc4+bps _
tlm

Pan x Stor Oe2 +btcr,

PanxProc o+bscrr
StorxProc

o +bo +bp (s-1)(t-1)
Pan x Stor x Proc +

Residual
C7e2

However, in the presence of u-error expected mean squares may change. Let

y'Qy represent the quadratic form of the sum of squares corresponding to an arbitrary factor in

the anchored model. The relationship between EMS under the anchored model and EMS in the
presence of u-error is given by the following lemma.
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Lemma 1: Suppose E(y) = and Cov(y) = V. Let y' = y + Au where E(u) = 6,

Cov(u) = V, andCov(y,u) = 0.

Then for any symmetric matrix, Q

E(y*Qy*) = E(y'Qy) + 2QA8+ O'A'QAO+ tr(A'QA V)

Proof: See Appendix 3.1

Changes in expected mean squares under each of the unanchored models in section 2

are given in Appendix 3.2.

Under normal theory, sums of squares have chi-squared distributions whose

noncentrality parameters depend on both their expected value and the covariance structure of

the response. These noncentrality parameters, in turn, defme the distribution of the mean

square ratio used in hypothesis testing.

Definition. 1: If y'Q1y/ c1 has a noncentral chi-squared distribution with d1 degrees of

freedom and noncentrality parameter ?, if y'Q2y/ c2 has a noncentral chi-squared

distribution with d2 degrees of freedom and noncentrality parameter and if the two

quadratic forms are independent, then

y,QIy/
/d1

C2

/d2

i.e. F is distributed as a constant times a doubly noncentral F with d1 and d2 degrees of
freedom and noncentrality parameters and .2

Consequences for F-tests then depend on whether or not u-error affects the numerator

sums of squares, denominator sums of squares, or both. Exact distributions for mean square

ratios may be determined by applying the following lemma.
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Lemma 2: Suppose y N(, V) where V is positive definite. Let Q, Q1 , and Q2 be

orthogonal projection matrices. Then

(a) QVQ = cQ has a noncentral chi-squared distribution.

(b) In part (a) the noncentral chi-squared distribution has d= rank( Q ) degrees of

freedom and noncentrality parameter, 2 =

(c) y'Q1y and y'Q2y are independent <> Q1VQ = 0

Proof: For part (a) and (b) see Graybill (1976, p.135-136). For part (c) see Driscoll
and Williams (1986).

Now supposey* y +Au where E(u) Oand Cov(u) P, wherey represents the
response vector under the anchored model with mean vector and covariance matrix V. Then,
assuming normality, the distribution of the mean square ratio can sometimes be determined

from Lemma 1, where y is replaced with V is replaced with V+A V., A and is replaced
with +AO.

While Lemma 2 provides a useful method for determining distributions of mean square
ratios in the presence of u-error, application is often tedious. Fortunately, simple tools exist
for balanced incidence models where the u-error is confounded with one or more factors under
investigation. This is presented in the following discussion.

Let the model below represent anchored responses in a balanced factorial (BAF)
design under the constrained parameterization. For convenience we use the following general
notation.



BAF: E(y) = , Cov(y) = V

where the structure of and V are determined by they-model expressed as y = II,h,

where H, is the incidence matrix associated with the h, -effect (fixed or random).

Now suppose u-error is introduced to the BAF model which is confounded with one of

the effects in y. Here we say that u-error is confounded with an effect in the y-model if the

pattern of change in the response induced by the u-error mirrors that of the effect with which it

is confounded. Then we have the following unanchored model.

BCUF: / =y+Au, E(u)=9, Cov(u)=o-I,and Cov(y,u)=O

where y is as in BAF and A is the design matrix associated with the a-effect in y with which is

confounded so that A = H, for some i.

To facilitate notation let lower case letters denote the parameter vectors associated with

effects in the model and upper case letters denote the design matrices associated with this effect.

Let fac(h) denote the set of all factors in an arbitrary h-effect.

Lemma 3: Let y beas in model BAF andy* = y+ Au beas in model BCIJF where u is

confounded with the a-effect in y. Further assume y and u have multivariate normal

distributions. Let H be the design matrix associated with the h-effect and Q be the

orthogonal projection operator that determines the sums of squares for the h-effect. Let

c, d, and A be such that Let n0 be the number of observations for each

level of a-effect Then

(i) fac(h) fac(a)
y*Qy*

2

In other words, the distribution of the sum of squares is unchanged under the

unanchored model.

(ii). fac(h) c fac(a) where c= cn0o andc*
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2* = (t+A9)'Q(+ AG)

Proof is given in Appendix 3.1.

Lemma 4: Let y beasinmodelBAFandy =y+Au beasinmodelBCUFwhereuis

confounded with the a-effect in y. Let Q1 and Q2 denote the orthogonal projection

operators that determine the sums of squares associated with the h1 -effect and h2-effect

in model BAF, respectively, such that Q1Q2 = 0. If y'Q1y and y'Q2y are

* *' *

independent, then y Q1y and y Q2y are independent.

Proof is given in Appendix 3.1.

Using Lemmas 3 and 4, we can easily derive the distribution of mean square ratios for

hypothesis testing under model BCUF. As an illustration, consider testing "Storage", ie. H0: V'k

= 0 for all k. Let y 'Q,y andy 'Q2y be the sums of squares associated with Storage and Panelist

Storage effects, respectively. Under model AM and assuming normality,

u'fl Iu'i) v bpt,prk
; li'

/.'
2; has an F- distribution with noncentrality parameter 2i

2 2 Now
d1 / d2 +bta

suppose one uses this mean square ratio to test H0 in the presence of normally distributed

patterned u-error which is confounded with Panelist'< Storage (i.e. model UM2b). First we

apply Lemma 3 (ii) to the numerator sums of squares, SS(Stor), with a = (p ) and h =

Then fac(ç(r) = {p, 1r} fac(pfr). Therefore, by Lemma
yQy

wherec = o- +bt +btcr and
I)Q1s(+o)ll2 bpt(wk 1k

c1 a +btcr +btcr

For the denominator sums of squares, SS(Pan x Stor), we have h = a = (pi) so that we may



..v
Q2y*

again apply Lemma 3(u) to give * where c = cr + bto2, + bto and
C2

- -2
Q2C((p w) bt (e k + By Definition 1, the usual22= $

c2

mean square ratio for testing Storage under UM2b is doubly noncentrally distributed with

noncentrality parameters 2
bpt(l/Ik 9.k

and
+bt(o,+o)

- -2
btp (oJ e. +

. Comparing MSE(Stor) and MSE(Pan x Stor) no22=
a+bt(cr+cr)

longer seems reasonable for testing H0.

It is important to note that u-error does not affect the distribution of all mean square

ratios. Consider testing the Process effect under model UM2b. The numerator sum of squares

corresponds to the v-effect, the denominator sums of squares corresponds to (p v)-effect, and the

u-error is confounded with the (p fr) - effect. Then fac( v) fac(p fr) and fac(p v) fac(p ip)

implies by (i) of Lemma 3 that the distribution of both numerator and denominator sums of

squares are unchanged from those given under the anchored modeL With the independence

given by Lemma 4, the mean square ratio has the same distribution under model UM2b as

under model AM.

3.6 Effect on Type Iand Type H Probabilities for Testing Fixed Effects

In the previous section we provided a simple algorithm for deriving the distribution of

mean square ratios in the presence of u-error. For those instances where the mean squares

involved in the mean square ratio are changed as a result of u-error, Type I and Type II error

probabilities may be altered. Recall that Type I error occurs when the investigator rejects the

null hypothesis when the null hypothesis is true. Knowing the Type I error probability of the
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test statistic is crucial to the validity of the test. Unfortunately, u-errors which are confounded

with factors under investigation may increase the probability of rejection under the null

hypothesis and obscure Type I error rates. Moreover, changes to the distribution of the F-

statistic resulting from unanchored response values may decrease the probability of rejection

under the alternative hypothesis. The result is that Type II error, the failure to reject the null

hypothesis when the null hypothesis is false, increases. Therefore, even for those instances

where the validity of the test is preserved, u-error may dilute power to detect real differences.

Let F be the mean square ratio for testing fixed effects under the balanced anchored

factorial model, BAF, given in section 3.5. The general form for the distribution of F is given
by

F1:F- Fd1,d2,,,1

where ) , Q, is the orthogonal projection operator which determines the numerator
C

mean square, and c is a linear combination of variance components from the expected value of

the numerator mean square. The noncentrality parameter, ?, is a measure of the contribution

of the fixed effect being tested so that the null hypothesis, H0, is true if and only if = 0. The
test then rejects H0 at level a if F > ra where ra is the critical value such that

"H0 (Fd1 ,d2 r ) = a. In this way, the test is able to control Type I error probability at desired

level a.

Let F* denote F when considering its distribution in the presence of u-error which is
confounded with one of the effects given in the anchored model (i.e. model BUCF). Let h1 and
h2 be the effects associated with numerator and denominator mean squares ofF, respectively.
Let a denote the effect with which the u-error is confounded. From Lemmas 3 and 4, we see
that when fac(h1) fac(a), F* has the same distribution as F. In other words the distribution of
the mean square ratio remains the same under the unanchored model as that under the anchored

model, provided that the u-errors are confounded with an effect that does not contain the effect

being tested by the mean square ratio.

In cases where the u-error is confounded with an effect that does contain the effect
being tested, there may be serious consequences for hypothesis testing. Consider u-errors which
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are confounded with an effect that contains the effect being tested (fac(h1) c fac(a)) but that

does not contain the effect represented by the denominator of the mean square ratio (fac(h2)

fac(a)). From Lemmas 3 and 4, F* has the following distributional form.

2
*F2: F* C

F
d

where 2i
2

and c and Q, are as in Fl.
C 1' 2' 1 C+flaCTu

When fac(h2) c fac(a), that is when the u-error is confounded with an effect that

contains the effect represented in the denominator (and hence the numerator since fac(h,)

fac(h2)) of the mean square ratio, F* has distribution

Q2(+ A6)jF3:F*_ 1,d2,,where2 isasinF2,2
C+fla

andQ2isthe

orthogonal projection operator associated with the denominator mean square.

While u-errors which do not affect the distribution of the mean square ratio haveno

consequence on Type I and Type II error probabilities, u-errors which induce distributional

changes F2 and F3 may threaten the validity of the test or decrease power. Under F2, Type I

probabilities increase as the variability of the u-errors increase. This is evident from the

following lemma.

Lemma 5: Suppose F - andr> 0.

(i) P(F> r) is an increasing function of g.

(ii) P(F> r) is an increasing function of A1.

Under F 1, the constant multiplier, g, in Lemma 5 equals 1. However, under F2, g is
greater than 1. Therefore, the probability of Type I error increases above nominal. The

problem is exacerbated if Q1A 8*0, as may occur with patterned u-errors. In this case, > 0

under H0, so that by (ii) of Lemma 5, the level is further increased above nominal. In the
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presence of either unpatterned or patterned u-errors, then, the test has greater tendency to reject

the null hypothesis.

With the distribution of F* having form F3, consequences on hypothesis testing are

more difficult to assess. The level may or may not be affected depending on whether the u-

errors are patterned or unpatterned. In the case of unpatterned u-errors, = 0 and under H0,

= 0 so that the level of the test under the anchored model is retained under the unanchored

model. While the distribution of F* with unnpatterned u-errors is the same as F under H, their

probabilities under the alternative HA: 2 *0, may differ substantially. Recall that the

probability of Type II error = 1- probability of rejecting H0 under HA. Due to the inverse

relationship ofZ with c, the Type U error rate increases as the variability of the u-error

increases by Lemma 5 (ii).

With patterned u-errors, however, ,% and2 may both be nonzero even under the null

hypothesis. In this case the distribution of F* is doubly noncentral under H0. As we will see in

an example, the level of the test based on F* may either increase or decrease depending on the
relative sizes of the noncentrality parameters.

Recall from section 3.5 that the mean square ratio for testing Storage effects, ie. H0: V'k

= 0 for all k, under model AM is , is given by

F=
MS(Stor)

MS(Pan x Stor)

bptyi
where X

2

Case 1: F*.F2 where u-errors are confounded with Storage (IJM I a and UM2a)

As an example of testing level changes resulting from u-errors which induce

distributional changes of the form F2, consider testing Storage, H0: ,frk = 0 for all k, under
unanchored models UM I a and UM2a given in section 3.4. For these models, the u-error is

confounded with Storage but not with Panelist x Storage. By Lemmas 3 and 4,



F*_CPtF

bpt(yik 9k 12
where c=T-I-bto,,, and 2=

c+bptcr

Under unpatterned u-error model UM1a, O =0 for all k, and under patterned u-error,

model UM2a, 0k * 0 for at least one k To investigate Type I error rates under these models,

we calculated the probability of rejecting H0, under H0, as a function of o for different values

Ofor I(9k
So that these parameters might reflect a plausible range of

S.'

values in practical experiments, we constructed rough estimates from panel evaluations of the

intensity of "spice aroma" for spaghetti samples recorded in the food sensory study described

in section 3.3. From the EMS for Storage and Panelist x Storage under UM2b (see Appendix

3.2), we find that i5 {MS(Stor) MS(Pan x Stor)}/bpt is unbiased for (77s°or)2 +

so that serves as a rough estimate of an upper bound for
jor and also for o. We

therefore consider values of both parameters in the range of 0 to 2jT = 1.09.

The resulting Type I error probability curves are given in Figure 3.1. The critical value

for rejection is based on an a-level of 0.05. The bold curve ( i°- = 0), represents Type I error

probability under model UM1a. As o -+ 0, the Type I error probability under UMIa

approaches .05, the level of the test under anchored model AM. As o increases, however, the

probability of rejecting H0 increases, confirming the result of Lemma 5(i). The probability of

Type I error increases from 0.05 to 0.20 as o increases from 0 to 0.17. For increasing

values of TI9StO,. , the probability curves are shifted upward, verifying that consequences for
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Figure 3.1 Probability of Type I Error under UMIa /UM2a

Type I error probabilities are more severe for u-errors with nonzero mean, as in model tiM2a.

In this example, the true level of the test exceeds 0.10 for °tOr 0.14 and 0.80 for 7&or

0.41, regardless of the size of Interestingly, Type I error rates under UM2a may increase

or decrease as a function of o, depending on the size of or For example, for 9for =

0.54, Type I probabilities decrease from 0.98 to 0.95 as o increases from 0 to 0.40 and then

increase for cc> 0.40. This may be explained by the fact that C + bpto
increases as

cc increases, whereas the noncentrality parameter decreases. By Lemma 5(i)and (ii), these

two effects on probabilities oppose one another.
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Case 2: FF3 where u-errors are confounded with Panelist x Storage (UM lb and UM2b)

As an example of Type I and Type II error probability changes for F* under F3,

consider testing Storage for the unanchored models UM lb and UM2b where the u-errors are
confounded with Panelist x Storage. Under these models,

F*

2
* bptyi

Under unpattemed u-error, UM1b, 2 = 2
where c = + btcr, and 2 0.

c+btcr

- 2
Under patteed u-error, UM2b, 2

bpt (k + 9k o)
and

c + btcr

bt(9Jk
c + bto

3.6.1 Unpatferned Case

As an illustration of the effect on Type I and Type II error probabilities under
unanchored model UM lb we calculated probability curves for several values of the
noncentrality parameter. Parameter values are loosely based on data from panelists'

assessment of intensity of "sweet flavor" where linear combinations of mean squares were used

to obtain reasonable values as suggested by EMS under IJM lb (see Appendix 3.2). An upper

boundfor W
71 St or was roughly estimated at where D2V si

{MS(Stor) - MS(Pan x Stor)}/bpt , since E(b2) = -jjcr Similarly, an upper

bound for o was roughly estimated at where 1)3 {MS(Pan x Stor) - MSE}/bt
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Figure 3.2 Probability of Type H Error under UM1b

since E(D3) = + o- . We therefore, considered values for and o in the

ranges, (0, 2J = .45) and (0, = 1.14), respectively. The estimate D4 =

x {MS(Pan x Stor) MSE} 3.83 was chosen to roughly approximate o +bto, as

E(D4) = o * x (o, + o). With these parameter values we calculated the probability

of not rejecting H0 under both H0 and HA: $rfr *0 for some k, where the critical value was based
on .05 significance level under model AM.

Figure 3.2 gives the resulting probability curves as a function of o-,, for different

values of 7or The bold curve is the probability of not rejecting H0 under H0 (i.e. iSor = 0)

and verifies that the level of the test is 1 - 0.95 = 0.05 for all values of o. As a point of

reference, Type II error probabilities under the anchored model, AM, are given at o 0. As

o increases, for q0> 0, the Type II error probability also increases. For example, for

hlSWtor =.22, Type II error increases from 0.57 to 0.89. as o, increases from 0 to 1.14.
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Therefore the variability of the u-errors about zero may substantially reduce power to detec

differences among the different storage duration treatments.

3.6.2 Patterned Case

While unpatterned u-errors retain Type I error probabilities with possible reduction in

power, patterned u-errors alter the testing level. Because the distribution of F* is doubly non-

central under H0, the level of the test under model UM2b differs from that given under model

AM. However, the direction of change is difficult to assess. Type I error rates may increase

or decrease depending on the relative magnitudes of each of the non-centrality parameters. To

illustrate, we considered Type I error probabilities as a function of for different values of

2
atafixedvalueof =1J(ui 9j. 9.k +9)si '7PanxStor (p l)(s 1)

Again plausible values for each of the parameters were determined from the spaghetti data

where panelists were asked to evaluate the intensity of 'sweet flavor" and rejection of the null

hypothesis was based on a Type I error probability of .05 under the anchored model. A rough

upper bound for 7or was estimated at IJ3 where 4= { MS(Stor) MSE}/bpt

{MS(Stor) MS(Pan x Stor)}/bpt , since E(D5) = + )+(7jor)2. We then

considered values for between 0 and 2.3 .57. Upper bounds for 7lPanxStor and

were both roughly approximated at where D6 = {MS(Pan x Stor) MSE}/bt , as

E(D6) O, +O +(7i%anxtor)2 . Therefore, we fixed aflx5gop at \f3=.57 and

allowed crto range between 0 and 2.J3 = 1.14. As a rough estimate of o + bta, we

chose 4= x {MS(Pan x Stor)+ 2MSE} 3.18 since E(D7)

cy + x + + (ripanxs,or
J.

Computations for probabilities for F*, relied

Patnaik's (1949) singly noncentral F approximation to the doubly noncentral F-distribution.
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Figure 3.3 Probability of Type I Error under UM2b

Figure 3.3 shows the change in Type I error probabilities under the patterned

unanchored model, IJM2b. The bold line represents the nominal level of .05 chosen for test.

The probability curves show that Type I error rates increase for larger values of iS6tor For

7lStor .29, Type I error probabilities are above .25 for cr, 1.14. For ?0SIor 0.01,

however, the level of the test is below nominal. As - 0 and cr -+ 0, Type I error

probabilities approach 0.02. This illustrates that testing levels may become sightly more

conservative under UM2b for 2 << 2*,, however may shift dramatically above nominal as

3.7 Effect on Type I Probabilities for Testing Variance Components for Random Effects

While we are primarily interested in testing fixed effects, it is important to note that u-

errors alter levels for testing variance components for random effects, as well. Let F be the



mean square ratio for testing a variance component for a random effect under the anchored

model, AM. Then the distribution of the mean square ratio is given by

F4:F-- !LFdd
C2

where c1 = + nrcr, r is the number of observations for each level of the random effect,

o- is the variance of the random effect, and c2 = o. The test rejects H0: o = 0 at level a if

F> ra where ra is the critical values such that P110 (Fd1d2 > r) = a.

As in the previous section, let F* denote F when considering its distribution in the

presence of u-error under model BCUF. Let h1 be the random effect of interest and a be the

effect with which the u-error is confounded. From EMS under the anchored model, AM, (see

Appendix 3.2), we see that the residual mean squared error, MSE, is always the appropriate

denominator for the mean square ratio when testing variance components. If we regard the

residual as the properly containing all other effects in the anchored model, we have that the

distribution of the MSE is the same under the unanchored model BCUF as it is under the

anchored model BAF, by Lemma 3(i). If, in addition, the random effect of interest is not

contained in the a-effect

(i.e. fac(h1) fac(a)), Lemmas 3(i) and 4 give that F and F* have the same distribution.

Otherwise, if the random effect of interest is contained within the a-effect, F* has the following

distributional form.

C1 +fltJD5:F*_ Fdd221
C2

* JJQIA9II2where 21 2 Q1 is the orthogonal projection operator that determines the mean
C1 +flaOu

square for the h1-effect, c1 and c2 are as in F4, and n0 is the number of observations for each

level of the a-effect. By Lemma 5, we have that the nominal level of the test is greater than a.
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As an example, consider testing Panelist under the unanchored model where patterned

u-errors are confounded with Panelist x Storage (ie. UM2b). By Lemmas 3 and 4 we have

F*= MS(Pan)
MSE

o +bstc4 +bro
c7 +bstcr FP_1,fl_b_PSt+l,2I where

* bst(9.-9)2

o +bsto-, +bto

Table 3.2 summarizes consequences for Type I and Type II error probabilities for

testing both fixed effects and variance components under each of the unanchored models given

in section 3.4.

3.8 Synoposis ofTesting Fixed Efftcts

3.8.1 Testing the Storage Effect

The distribution of the mean square ratio for testing Storage effects is particularly

susceptible to change when u-errors are introduced. U-errors which are confounded with

Storage effects (UM I a and UMI b) inflate Type I error probabilities. The test then tends to

reject the null hypothesis more often under the unanchored model than under the anchored

model. Unpatterned u-errors which are confounded with either Panelist x Storage (UM2a) or
Panelist x Storage x Process (UM3a) maintain testing levels but decrease power to detect
differences among the storage duration treatments. If these u-errors vary about a nonzero

mean as in UM2b and UM3b, the distribution of the mean square ratio may become doubly

noncentrally distributed and Type I error rates may either decrease or increase depending on the
values for noncentrality parameters. As long as there is the possibility of a "Session" effect,

that is u-error which is confounded with Storage, the F-test for Storage may not be valid.

3.8.2 Testing the Process Effect

Both validity and power for testing Process under the anchored model AM are
preserved under unanchored models where the u-errors are either confounded with Storage or

Panelist x Storage (UM 1 a, UM I b,UM2a, UM2b). This result follows by Lemma 3(i), since

the effect due to Process is not contained in either of these two effects withwhich the u-errors

are confounded. However, with u-errors confounded with the three-way interaction, Panelist x

Storage x Process, the distribution of the mean square ratio may change. Under unpatterned



Table 3.2. Changes to Type I and Type II Error Probabilities under Unanchored Models.

u-error confounded with Stor u-error confounded with Pan x Stor u-error confounded with Pan x Stor x Proc

Test Unpattemed Patterned Unpatterned Patterned Unpatterned Patterned
(UMI a) (UM1b) (UM2a) (UM2b) (UM3a) (UM3b)

Batch cr = 0

Pan

Stor Y1k=O
for allk

Proc = 0
for all in

PanX cr,=0Stor

PanX
Proc

Stor x
(LiT)

= 0
Proc

for all k,ni

PanX
Stor
Proc

TypeIl Typell

TypeIl TypeIl

Type I nominal Type I I or I
Type H I

TypeIt TypeIl

TypeIl Typeli

Type I nominal Type II or I
Type II I

Type I nominal Type I I or I
Type II I

Typel I Typel I

Typel I Typel I

Type I nominal Type I I or I
Type II I

TypeIl TypeIl
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unanchored model UM3a, Type I probabilities remain nominal while Type II probabilities

increase as the variability of the u-error increases. If these u-errors also have nonzero means

(UM3b), the distribution of the mean square ratio may be doubly noncentral under the null

hypothesis and testing levels may increase or decrease.

In ANOVA models, higher order interactions are sometimes considered negligible and

excluded from the model (Hinklemann and Kempthorne 1994). Similarly if u-errors which are

confounded with Panelist x Storage x Process are negligible, and therefore the two most likely

sources of possible confounding for u-error are Storage and Panelist x Storage, then Type I

probabilities for testing Process remain nominal.

If one is primarily interested in testing Process effects, one may wonder if testing any

other terms in the model may provide support for or against the presence of u-errors which are

confounded with Panelist x Storage x Process. Referring to the EMS under model IJM3b, we

see that mean squares for random effects include information about 0 and o-. For example,

MS(Pan x Proc), the denominator for the mean square ratio used to test Process under the

anchored model, has expected value (o + btcs + b o
)[
1+

(p 1)
J

where

- -2
bs(9jm9j 9..m+9,)

cr + bt(Y +
(see Appendix 3.2). Formulating the mean square

ratio. F* = MS(Pan x Proc)i'MSE under model UM3b and comparing it to a central F-

distribution, we may test I-la: o = 0, o,.. 0, and , 0, simultaneously. If we "accept"

H, we could assume that the u-errors have roughly zero variance and the means adhere to a

certain structure, i.e. 9jm = 9j + 9 9 for allj, m. Similar results hold for testing

Panelist, Panelist x Storage, and Panelist x Storage x Process. Of course, "accepting" the null

hypothesis based on a p-value greater than some level a, does not guarantee that the null

hypothesis is true. In addition, even if one could be reasonably certain that both o and 2
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are negligible, there is no guarantee that the 9 contributing to the noncentrality parameter

for the numerator mean square for testing Process would vanish, as well. Recall that under

IJM3b,

F* = MS(Proc)/MS(Pan xProc) - F1I,(pIXIt).

/ - 2
* bpt m+0m0..) *

where 2
2 2 2

. In order to test FL3: Tm= 0, we need for both 22 0
0e +bso +bo

and = 9 for all m to hold. Therefore, any diagnostics for u-error provided by standard

F-tests involving random effects seem somewhat tentative.

3.8.3 Testing Storage x Process

Consequences for testing Storage x Process are similar to those for testing Process. Of

the models investigated in this paper, only those in which the u-errors were confounded with

Panelist x Storage x Process change the distribution of the mean square ratio from that under

the anchored model. Type I error probabilities remain nominal under unpatterned u-errors

(UM3a), but power decreases as o- increases. With patterned u-errors (UM3b) the validity of

the test may be compromised. As with testing Process, if one supposes that the u-errors which

are confounded with Panelist x Storage x Process are negligible and the two most likely sources

of possible confounding for u-error are Storage and Panelist Storage, then Type I

probabilities for testing Storage x Process would be nominal.

3.9 Conclusion

This study illustrates that responses which are unanchored to reference values call into

question the validity of standard F-tests and may decrease our ability to detect treatment

differences. By forming linear models for unanchored response error, we may better

understand changes to expected mean squares and whether or not standard F-tests under the

anchored model are affected by u-error. Lemmas 3 and 4 provide a relatively simple method

for deriving the distribution of mean square ratios when u-errors are confounded with an effect
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in a balanced anchored model. The potential for changing Type I and Type II error probabilities

in the presence of u-error may then be assessed.

While the effects of unanchoredness may be difficult to detect and quantify in practical

application, investigating the effect of u-errors on hypothesis testing may suggest better

allocation of resources in panel training. Calibrating the panelists to the reference values is

more important to the validity of the tests than reducing their variability about those points.

From Table 2.1 we see that u-errors which vary about reference points without bias (ie.

unpatterned u-errors) do not threaten the validity of the test, unless the effect with which u-error

is confounded is also the effect being tested (eg. testing "Storage" under UM I a). Thus, care

should be taken that panelists' reference values don't drift across sessions. This signals the

importance of well defmed and easily understood anchors that panelists may quickly relearn at

each session.

While all panel evaluations are susceptible to u-errors in the response, the level of

confounding at which the u-errors are introduced determines the vulnerability of the test to Type

I and Type II level infiations. In general, u-errors which are confounded with effects that do not

contain the effect being tested do not change the distribution of the mean square ratio.

However, u-errors which are confounded with effects that contain the effect of interest are

problematic. While the discussion has focused on a food sensory experiment, these results are

applicable to any balanced design where u-errors are confounded with an effect in the anchored

model.
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Chapter 4

Surnmaiy

This study shows that careful attention to measurement error can lead to more efficient

and effective use of resources. In the case of numerical taxa richness (NTR), measurement

error depends on subsample size. NTR measures based on different sized subsamples

effectively target different parameters. By specii'ing the parameter unbiasedly estimated by

NTR as a function of subsample size we are able to consider alternative measures which

achieve similar levels of accuracy. The total number of taxa observed with relative frequency

above some cutoff value is offered as an approximation to this target parameter. The jackknife,

modified jackknife and modified observed taxa count for selected subsample sizes also provide

nearly unbiased estimates for this same parameter. This is an important step toward developing

methods for comparing measures of taxa richness based on different fixed count protocols.

However, further investigation of these proposed alternatives is needed to assess the ability of

the measures to effectively discriminate differences in taxa composition among collections and

ultimately among populations.

The measurement error described in Chapter 3 is caused by unanchored

reference points inherent in studies where people serve as the measurement instrument

across multiple sessions. Depending on the level of confounding with other effects in

the model and whether the errors are patterned or unpatterned, u-errors may

compromise the validity of standard F-tests. Careful attention to the potential effects

on Type I error probabilities may avoid the implementation of poorly designed

experiments. In addition, considering the bias of u-errors around reference points can

lead to better panel training methods.
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Appendix 2.1

Lemma 1

Lemma 1: Let C be the number of taxa in an large population and letX, (i=1,...,C) be the

number of representatives from the ith taxon observed in a random sample of size n from the

population. Let p. be the relative frequency for the ith taxon in the population. Assuming Zip's

law holds for the distribution ofthep1's in the population with 0 < c <1, the number of taxa

observed in the sample is approximately unbiased for C*(),

where = --- {J(l - a)(5 - a) -(1- a)}

Proof:

Let c = 4{i : X =j} be the number of taxa having exactly j representatives in the sample,

j = 0,..., C. Then we may represent the number of taxa observed in the sample as c C - c0.

Now E(c0) E[l[xo]]= P(X1 = 0)= (1-p1 and so

E(c)=C-(1-p1 (1)

Let C1() = #/i :p, ) be the number of taxa with relative frequency çCin the population

and (')=C- C*(). Then(l) gives

CE(c)C*() = C()-(1-p1)'7
i1 iEJ lI;

where = {i:p1 <}and 1 = {i:p



We want to find such that

(2)

IEJ lEI

Approximating the summations in (2) by integrals, we obtain the equation,

f(1 - (1- p)fl )f(p)dp =5(1- p)'7f(p)dp wheref() is the density function for thep's.

Supposef(p) -bp" for 0 p 1. By Taylor's approximation, (i-p)" 1 - np forp small.

Hencej(1_(1_pY)f(p)dp bnf p_adp 1-a
0 0

I I

Also
$

(1- p)' f(p)dp $
(1- pylbpIdp = bf e' Io(I_P)]p_(I+a)dp

Let r(p) = -log(l-p) and h(p)

By Taylor's approximation, r(p) r() +(p-) r'()

$
e "h(p)dp

5 by Laplace's approximation

= e (4)

e'h()5e'"('dt where t=p -

0

86

(3)
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e"h()
(4)

nr'()

Substituting for r() and h() in (4) we have,

(5)
f
(1_p)?f(p)dp

Setting (3) = (5) we have (1 a)(l )'' (1 - a)(l n) for sma1I and n large.

Thus, we solve the following quadratic equation with x =

x2 +(1-a)x-(l-a)=O>x= -(1 a) ± /(1 a)(5 a).2
Substituting n(for x and assuming n(> 0, we have = .!_(J(l a)(5 a) -(1 - a)) Li
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Appendix 2.2

Stream Composites

Stream C N

Percent Rare Taxa

CV =.00l .002 .005 =.01

0RC0693 57 5060 442.3 40.4 56.1 68.4 75.4

0RV0292 31 3088 320.6 32.3 41.9 54.9 77.4

0RV2593 25 11013 176.2 20 32 48 50

0RC0992 66 2917 163.6 24.2 39.4 48.5 60.6

0RCO292 59 5289 258.2 20.3 33.9 55.9 69.5

0RV2493 26 5293 240.8 7.7 30.8 50.0 73.1

0RV0692 36 5841 164.2 22.2 29.8 39 56.1

C = Number of Taxa

N = Number of individuals

CV = Coefficient of variation



Appendix 2.3

Bias and Variance for NTR and ModJack

Note that population refers to the finite collection of individuals. Capital letters will be set aside

for population characteristics and lower case letters will be used for sample characteristics.

Notation:

N = population size

n = sample size

N. = number of individuals from taxa i in the population

C = number of taxa in the population

c = number of taxa observed in the sample

= number of taxa represented by exactly j individuals in the population

cj = number of species represented by exactly j individuals in the population

M = is the size of the largest class in the population

X1 = random variable which describes the number of individuals from the ith taxon observed in

the subsample.

= number of taxa in population with relative frequency

[al= smallest integer greater than or equal to a

(1) Bias(NTR)

Let X1 be the number of individuals from the ith taxon observed in a subsample of size n and let

.N be the total number of individuals from the ith taxon in the population.

We may write the number of taxa represented by exactlyj individuals in the subsample as

C Ii ifXj
C] = 1[X1=j] where '[X1=j] to if X1 j



N.YNN1
C C I

since X1 -Hypergeometric(Nn,1V).
(N

1=1 1=1

t\flJ

Now let Ck = #{i: N, = k} be the number of taxa in the population with exactly k individuals

and let Mbe the size of the largest taxon in the population.

(1.A)Then E(c3)=

Now NTR

=> E(NTR)
i=141

(kyNk
4 (1v

Ck.
k=j

(k'y'Nk\M____
E(c)=

i=In1k=i
t\flJ

M I k

1N\
k=1n]lf=[n1 n J j

= where k,nN Hypergeometric(kn,N).
k=fn1

Recall that C*() = Ck
k=fN1

>Bias(NTR) = (P(Yk,flN Fn1))Ck Ck
k=1n.1 k=[N1



I'll
[N1-1

(P(Yk,fl,N +
k=[n]

N- I
= (P(YkflN 1n1)k

k=1n1

(2) Var(NTR)

{ [fl 1}ck
k=1 N1

(P(YkflN <In1))ck °
k=[N4fl

2( n n C

Note that (NTR)2 c = c + CjCg

i=['1 j=[n] gj

(C \2 Ic c
(2.A)Now E(c) EL1{xj]J E1[xJ] +1[xj]1[xj]

i=1 1=1 ,=I hi

= P(X1 =j)+P(X, =j,X1 =i)

CP(Y J)+Ck,mF(Yk j)
k=1 k=I m=k

d
where k = X, for N, = k > Y,, Hypergeometric(k,n,N), Ck= 1{i:N, = k} is the number of

taxa with exactly k individuals in the population, and Cbm = {(i,h):N, = k, Nh = m, ih} is the
number of distinct ordered pairs of taxa with exactly k and m individuals, respectively.

(2.B) E(cjcg) = E[ l[xj] 1[xig]J 1[xJJ1[xg}]
i=1 i= h=
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E(1{jJ1[xg]) sce j g > 1[X1=j}1[X1=g) =0
i=1 hi

= P(X, = f,Xh = g)= Ck,mP(Yk =J'} = g).
1=1 hi k=lm=1

E(NTR)2 E CkP(Yk = i)+ E CkmP(Yk = i)
i=14'1 k=1 i=F1 k=J m=1

+ E Ck,mP(Ykj,Ymg)
j=[n1gj k=1 m=1

E CkP(Yk j) E CkCmP(Yk J)'O'm =g)
k=1 j=[ng=[n k=1 m1

2

E2(NTR)= CJP(Y =i)
i=11 k=1

= CkCP(Ykj)P(Ymg)
kr1 m=1

Var(NTR) = E 2(NTR)-E(NTR)2

=
i=[nfl k=l

{Ck,mP(Yk =j,Y,,, =g)CCmP(Y j)P(Ym = g)}
i=1'1 g=[n
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Note that for km, C&m = CkCm tjjid Ckk Ck(Ck - 1)

=> Var(NTR) E CkP(Yk = i)
i=11

+ CkCm{P(Yk =j, = g)P(Yk =J)P(Ym =g)}
j=[ng=[n( k=1 m=1

+ C{P(Y = J'k = g) P(Yk i)P(Yk = g)}
j=[ng=[n] k=1

E CkP(Yk=j,Yk=g)
j=[ntflg=fn k=1

= CkCm{P(Yk =jJ = g)P(Yk =J)P(Ym = g)}
j=[ng=[n k=1 m=1

CkCm{P(Yk n N [fl],YmnN [nd) P(Yk,flN [n1)P(Ymk,fl N [n])}.
k=1 m=1

(3) Bias(ModJack)

Now Bias(ModJack) = Bias(NTR')- 1 E(c) so we need only fmd E(c1).

(kN-kM____
In deriving the Bias for NTR, we showed E(c) = Ck by (Al).
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Substituting, j = [n(, in the above equation we have

( k '\( N-k
M n]Jn[nJ M

(3.A) (N Ck P(Yk,fl,N = [n1)Ck so that
k=1n1

N-1
Bias(Jack) = 11)1

k=1n'1

where Yk,n,N -Hypergeometric(kn,A1)D

(4) Var(ModJack)

M M

(P(YkflN <rinl))C, _!!1 P(YkflN = In1)Ck
k=1N1 k=[n(

) = Var(NTR) + (.f!_L)2 Var( cH4-)Var(ModJack Var(NTR + c1

+-- Cov(NTR, c-,1)

Derivations for each term in the variance formula are given above.

Var(NTR) is given by (2).

Var( )= E( c1) -E2( c1,1) is given by (2.A) and (3.A).

Cov(NTR, c1,1 ) = Cov( c, c1 ) = Cov(c1, c171)
i=[n

= Var( ) + Cov(c1,
i4n11

where Cov(c,, )= E(c1 c1,- )-E(c1)E(c11) is given by (2.B), (1.A), and (3.A) 0
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Appendix 2.4

Nonparametric Estimators for Total Number of Taxa

Note that this appendix continues the notation introduced in Appendix 2.3.

I. Observed Taxa Count: COTC

H. Shiosser's Estimator:

In
I

iI
CShlosser = c + cit ig(1 q) c1 (1 q)J

c3

) J=i

Nwhereq = limNflCO, q E(l,0)
n

ifi. Chao's 1984 estimator: Cch,i = C +
2c2

IV. Chao and Lee's 1992 estimator:

CCL92 =___

i(il)c.
2 2 C i=1where y = y = max x 1,0 if CV is relatively small

n(n-1)

n
i(i-1)c.

and j = y2 = max I + C
i = 1 ,0 if CV is relatively large

2 Cy/



V. Chao, Ma and Yang 1993 (ACE) estimator:

For y<1:

C

+ rCAGE 1/
1 /n /n

whe = max{ x
i(i 1j

}1c 2
1 fl-/

(This is basically Chao & Lee's 1992 estimator for large sample sizes)

For y1

D c12.
CAGE = ci ++,'

K+1

*
K Cl

where D = c1, C = 1-

1=1

i(i-1)c1

1,0
C (ic,)2
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VI. Haas and Stokes' unsmoothed first order jackknife estimator:

eUSi1 =(_

(1q)c1

VII. Haas and Stokes' unsmoothed second order jackknife estimator:

(

c1(1_q)'( ci(1_q)ln(1_q)1Y(C,q,i))

I3J2

q
)

CkIl

,(z 1)c1 +.------1 IN)
euil C fl

Note: x so don't needto knowN
N n-1c1 N

VIII. Haas and Stokes' modified Shiosser estimator:

'I n

. 2 2 iI
zq (1q ) c,

j

n n

iI

J [

'=

(1_q)'((1+q) _i)c, ig(1q)c,
iI iI

IX-X. Burnham and Overton's First and Second Order Jackknife:

(n-1'\
C,1 = c + jc1 (first order)'nJ

(2n-3' 1(n_2)2 1
C

80J2
= c IC1 -1 c1 (second order)

n In(n-1)J




